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Want Negro On Boards

Asks Store To Apologize

Dems Meet June 15 0. W. Pickett
,To Further Proposal Replaces Lee

Begin Canvass Shoppers Staying
For Walker Away, Say Manager
Civic Center

In State Meet

The Castalia community is in Negro customers was issued.
In the last meeting of the Lillie Wheeler and Henry White.
an uproar growing out of the Mr. Henry Pretti, brother of
Shelby County Democratic club A. Maceo Walker is general
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board.
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and canvassed approximately the Lucky Food Store No. 17 would issue one.
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the North Carolina Mutual The next meeting is schedul estate executive, as his proxy.
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state capital, is
Frank Kilpatrick, chairman; Insurance company, 480 Linden.
construction of a modern, by R. D. Pretti, said she was "I don't think we owe them an
for
designed
James T. Walker, Rev. Alex- All Democrats of the city and
beautiful community center for guilty. Charges were subse- apology. I think they owe us
the purpose of
ander Gladney, Jesse Turner, and those interested in the
quently dismissed in city court,
section.
the
one. We try to get along with
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official
Mrs. Elizabeth Russell
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THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Superintendent E. C. Stimbert More than 3,500 delegates are
HMIS Baur said that the photoP"ntssasStoa Bourbon whams g us. cge Ithe official left him he knocked
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ly inspiring gathering of many
Christian youth a n d youth
workers from all over America
and from many parts of
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world," said Bishop Jones.
"The primary aim behind the
conference is to strengthen our
youth's appreciation of spiritus) life and the work of our
church by exposure to world
leaders in Christian fellowship
and to provide leadership training for future leaders of the
church's work," Bishop Jones
continued.
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The delegates will move into
CAP/
the Sheraton-Park Hotel on
tihil 3
Sunday for a mammoth public
RfTitR
meeting and attend the Silver
Anniversary President's banquet at Howard University independence Day. Also in store
for the delegates are special
preaching aerviel nightly, Bible
study, special-interest growls,
workshops, seminars, and youth
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auxiliary conferences.
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NEW OFFICERS of J-U-G's serve in the presidency for the
../asiont egs Metce_hestsse.Pte.
three special panels.
Inc., are left to right seated second time. They are looking
Miss Marie Bradford, retiring over plans for their new chappresident and present Business ter to be installed in WinstonMR. AND MRS. CLINTON ceremonies with Prof. Harry
manager, standing Miss Vel- Salem in October and plans
Payne celebrated their Silver Johnson serving as emcee.
ma Lois JEWS, treasurer, and for a "Around the World" cosAnniversary recently. Rev. The affair was attended by
Miss Erma Laws, president tume ball to be held in the
William Murray performed many of the couples' friends
who is filling the office for the Fall also. — (Staff photo by
the anniversary ceremonies. and relatives.
second time and therefore be- Billy Duncan)
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Scoffs Al New
Hitler Tale

CGC Meet
May Lure
3500 Aides

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

LEE CUNNINGHAM
IN CONCERT

Friday Night, June 10, 8 P. M.

Bruce Hall,
LEMOYNE COLLEGE

NOW OPEN!

Presented By The
Memphis And Shelby County
Improvement Association

duntottiimmii.
native Memphian, blind radio personality, possessing a beautiful tenor voice. First time in concert. Come out and hear this young dedicated
singer of God's praises.
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CONCRATULATIONS are In
order to Nathan Green of
lin Barksdale. (right) wiener of a 113111.95 Frigidair
Frost Proof Food Fleeter
from the Wallace Johnston
Appliance company 70 Union.
Mr !abolition, (left) presented the freezer to Mr. Green
last week. Mr. Green said he

had never dreamed he was
going to win the freezer because he'd never wen anything in his life lie said that
with four kids in his family,
the freezer would come in
might/ bandy. He works at
International Harvester. (Staff
photo by George E. Hardin)
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member of Les Jeunesse
Social club, is seen being
presented a gift by Miss
Gwendolyn Tobinson, club

HONOR GRADUATE — Miss
Bertha Jean Newman. second
from left, a 1960 graduate of
Manassas high school, and a

the Newman, and Mrs. Mary I..
are Webster, club advisor. Other
Mrs. Willie McPherson, third members of the Les Jeunesse
!rem left, mother of Miss club present for the meeting
president, on behalf of
members. Laeldag al

at 2070 Swift, home of their
advisor, Mrs. M a r y L.
Webster, are (seated, l-r)
Misses Gwendolyn Ficklin,

how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

Miss Doris !dent; and Carol Laws, treasRussell, parliamentarian; Ve• uer. (Staff photo by George
ra Bingham, second vice pres- Hardin)
from left, are
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M. L. King Speaks
To Knox Graduates

CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show

secretary; Joan
Bingham,
chaplain; Rita Phillips, serg•
and
eant•at-arms;
Gloria
Whitney, reporter. Standing,
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the history of mankind. Woe
has happened to all of these peo
pie who lay claim to be Christians? How do we account for
all of the complacency on the
part of Christians? Something
must be wrong with our inter
pretation of Christianity. Th4
'Second Mile' or the The Gooc
can is thoroughly westernized
Samaritan' means nothing is
now. If anything, he is more
many of us today.
loyal to the teachings of westThe same old question of moi
ern democracy and the Judeoal responsibility haunts us onct
Christian civilization than the
again today. Years ago tht
white man."
A few days ago an old couple "In as much as you did it for question was asked, "Who is
Rabbi Ungar described the was found in the house dead. the least of one of these my lit- neighbor?" This ouestion cornit
history of South Africa in terms Authorities believe that the man tle ones, you have done it for to us today with all of its im
of two trends: "the detribalize- died and his invalid wife starv- Me." We live in a day of gross plications. One would ask ti
tion of the Negro people and the ed to death before they were neglect. People aren't concerned whom am I indebted? Are we in
retribalization of the whites. found. A few days later an el- basically for those who are not debted only to our friends or ars
"By now, both processes are derly lady was found in her in their particular groups. Those we indebted to all people. In fai
almost complete, and the orig- house the victim of a stroke in who are disinherited find no too many cases many of us in
inal roles have been neatly re- serious condition. No one knows place in our areas of religion. terpret religion in terms of onlj
versed," he declared
how long she had been ill. Lat- This brings me to the point that our friends — we owe nothing ts
er I went down the street and finds me summarizing our anyone else. Our religion will
one of my daughters saw a man religion as being too exclusive. never mean anything as long ai
coming up the street. She ex- We exclude too many people we cherish this idea.
tended her hand and shook from fellowship that would Whatever we think of it, oul
hand with a dirty unkempt make this world a better place Christianity is that thing within
man. The man shook hands in which to live.
each of us that makes us extend
with her and as he departed he
The Christianity as laid down our hand, walk the second mile
said, "Thank you, Sonny."
by Jesus was most inclusive — and give our cloaks. Our hearti
One would wonder why he "Come unto me all ye that labor need to be turned around and re.
would say,-"Thank you, Sonny." and are heavy laden and I will vitalized. World conditions an
I thought after he had left and give you rest." In all walks of individual conditions must
this thought came to me may- life today people are in dire change. The status of our local
exteli
be this man had not had any- need of the fellowship of Chris- conditions or world conditio
one to recognize him to the tians. These people are in need will change only to the
point that he was extended a of kind words, noble acts, and that we fully realize our clutiet
hand for a long time. Maybe he a fellowship that could make as Christians. Human suffering,
felt neglected in this world and them feel an identity with the human anxieties, conflict and
felt that no one cared for him. better things of life. How many chaos in the lives of people will
Maybe he was burdened to the thoughts go through the mind of be moved only to the extent that
point that nothing really matter- a person dying of hunger!
we as Christians fully realize
ed any more. Here in the midst
What a sad commentary it is our place in this world and set
of all of his trouble God placed today that these things can hap- out to do all that we can to
it upon the mind of a little pen in our midst! How tragic make the world better. Nothing
chid to speak to him and extend it is that there are people who short of this will bring about the
her hani.
walk our streets burdened with great fellowship for which
To, me when people can die no one to whom they might turn. Christianity is designed.
and starve in the midst of neigh- How sad it is that there are
bors or have a stroke and go un- hungry and pain-ridden among The "Non-Partisan Otto Ker.
attended for hours and possibly us who have no source of com- ner for Governor Committee"
days, there is something dras- fort! Yet they tell me that there gave the Democratic nominee
tically wrong with our Christian- are more names on church rec- a check for more than $25,000
ity. On one occasion Jesus said, ords today than ever before in Tuesday.
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Time has al- night — might be too late," he
run out for a peaceful said.
solution of South Africa's racial In a major address before
the American Jewish Congress
struggle, a Johannesburg rabbi convention, Rabbi Ungar said
Ghee of St. John Baptist church expelled for his opposition to the that the non-white population
BEULAH BAPTIST
Marching of 2506 Deadrick will be the government's apartheid policy is "rapidly developing into an
People
"Young
Through Christian Faith to principal speaker.
irresistible force.
declared here recently.
Freedom" was the theme of the Aaron Braggs is the general
"Needless to say, they are not
In
an
address
before
the
naYoung People's Day held the chairman.
howling savages. They never
past Sunday at the Beulah Bap- Mt. Gilliam recently climax- tional biennial convention of the were that," Rabbi Ungar detist church of 2407 Douglass ave. ed a two-week revival service. American Jewish
Congress, clared. "If three centuries ago
The congregation started the Rev. J. B. Hooker of Oaks Rabbi Andre Ungar of Newark Bantu civilization was different
day off with a bang at 9 a.m. Spring Baptist church, Bolton, said, "the rising demand, the from the white man's, today
A capacity crowd witnessed the Tenn., was the evangelist. The discipline, organization a n d that is not the case. The Afridedication of the new Sunday 63 candidates will be baptized leadership of South Africa's
School building located across Sunday by the minister, Rev. 11,000,000 non-white inhabitants
the street from the sanctuary. E. Bates.
guarantees the prospect that
The pastor, Rev. W. C. Holmes, MT. OLIVE
within the next decade or two
presided.
Annual Youth Day will be South Africa will be a free
Guest speaker for the after- observed at the Mt. Olive democratic country, in which all
noon at 3, was dynamic Rev. R. Cathedral, Sunday, June 12. citizens enjoy full rights."
B. Bland of Madison Heights Rev. Arthur Eberhart, a junior The only issue still in doubt,
Baptist church, Madison, Ark. at Le?doyne, will be the guest Rabbi Ungar declared, i $
The choirs of Madison Heights speaker at 11 a. m.
"whether the transformation
Baptist church furnished the There will be a forum at 3 from the present murderous tymusic. Lending their talents to p. m.
ranny to a free society will
the success of the occasion also Miss Herman Jean Coleman come about peacefully o r
were Miss Ruth Lesley, Miss is the general chairman.
through revolution. This deEddie Dale Ford and Miss Hor- GREATER MT. rum
pends above all on the countense Spillers. Miss Lillian J. One of Greater Mt. Zion's try's 3,000,000 white masters.
Smith of Mt. Pisgah was the most outstanding celebrations, They could forestall disaster by
mistress of ceremonies.
Young People's Day will be modifying their repressive poliOthers who took part during held Sunday, July 24. Rev. E. cies. But time has almost run
other services of the day were V. McGhee is the minister. out.
Ray Hopkins, Miss Delores PROGRESSIVE
TIME IS NOW
Bumpus, Progressive Baptist church
Prince, Miss Lynn
"The opportunity is still there
Mrs. Marie Scott, and Anthony will hold its Children's Day, today. Tomorrow — even toJackson.
Sunday, June 12. It will be
The chairman and co-chair- under the direction of Mrs.
man of Young People's Day Ophelia Smith, A. J. Terry is
were Miss Kercenna McChris- the Sunday School superinton. Heading the various other tendent.
committees were Mrs. Virginia Rev. 0. C. Collins is the pasCommunity centers, neighGlover, Mrs. Marie Scott, John tor.
borhood clubs, Library branchEdwards, Miss Ann Lemon, METROPOLITAN
es, parks and houses of worClyde Battles, Mrs. Willie B. There will be a mass meet- ship are planning special proYoung, Sylvester Moore, Miss ing sponsored by the Inter- grams to celebrate Chicago's ELDER J. E. RICE, right, of
Shirley Battles, Miss Emma denominational Minist e- fourth annual Senior Citizens the Zion Temple Church o'
Moore, Mrs. Bertha Trotter, ria I Alliance, Friday, June Week from June 12 to June 18. God in Christ receives the
Miss Rubye Miller, Mrs. Mattie 10 at 8 p. m. It will be held at Four senior citizens organi- Citation of Commendation
Westbrook, Mrs. Marie Scott, the Metropolitan Baptist church. zatiors will entertain the Evan- Chicago, Ill., president and
Miss Delores Prince, Aaron A progress report from the ston ,Senior Citizens Club at founder of the "Religious
Jeffries, Mrs. Alta Lemon, Mrs. various committees will be 1:30 p m., June 15, at the Workers" Guild. The award
Minnie Hill, Mrs. Sarah Collins made and specific directions Washington Park Fieldhouse, was made to Elder Rice for
and Mrs. Ida B. Alexander.
will be given regarding the 5531 South Parkway. Henry the outstanding work done by
"Onward Christian Soldiers" Freedom Flight. Dr. H. C. Booth House, 2328 S. Dearborn, the Memphis pastor during
was the theme song for Young Bunton is president of the Alli- is planning two special events his 33 years as pastor. The
People's Day.
ance.
a tea at 2 P. To., June 12, church is located at 476 Lip.
NEW SALEM
Dr. S. A. Owens is the pas- and an all-day picnic at Pro- ford. Thirty-three of Elder
Rice's 46 years have been
The New
Salem
Baptist tor of the church.
mentory Point June 15 .
spent pastoring, during which
church of 955 S. Fourth, is in the
midst of its planning for Men's
time he built three churches,
Lenow (Neptune), Marianna
Day. The celebration will be
held June 26. Rev. Willie G. Wil(now St. James) and Zion
Temple, presently pastoring
liams is the pastor.
them all. Mrs. Hattie M.
MT. GILLIAM
Buntyn, Mrs. Gertrude McSunday will be Young People's
Mullen and Minister Elmo
Day at the Mt. Gilliam Baptist
church. Rev. A. E. Campbell, Miss Bettye Hunter, daughter ous skirt that extended into a Randolph were the sponsors
jr., will be the guest speaker. of Mrs. Willie Francis Hunter chapel train, She wore a dou- of these services with the
Be will be beard at 3 p. m. and Hugh L. Hunter of Mem- ble tierred finger-tip veil.
members chipping in untirMrs. Geneva Cummings is phis, became the bride of Earl
ingly.
Mims's, son of Mr. and Mrs.
the supervisor.
The membership is also look- Earl Mimms, Sr., Saturday, •
ing forward to its Men's Day. May 28, at Mt. Nebo church.
The vows were exchanged beThat observance will be held
Sunday, July 24. Rev. L. D. Me- fore a traditional green and
white background of smilax
and gladioli. Clusters of white
stock decorated the altar, with
HURTING YOU? white candles Mewing in the
background of an arch, before
famodial•
which the bride and groom
NEM
stood.
A tow deeps a OUTGROO bob*
trae• tertainalair pals of Increva
llial
a
Omar Robinson played the
0
VO atattbart tik•sada und.roadb tbl
, allays Oka sal tab.eat sad thas
wedding music and Mrs. Doitants farther pala pad dlamdart.0
avullikbh at all dreg epaataa.
lye Love was the soloist.
A beautiful wedding tableau
was formed as the entire bridal
party stood before the altar.
BRIDAL PARTY
The bride's young sister, Miss
Wilhelmina Hunter, was maid
of honor and Mrs. Lenetha Collins Branch, Mrs. Janet Arnold
Seymour, Miss Norma Mimms.
Miss Mary Mabon, Mrs. Juanita
Reddick Green and Mrs. Lillie
Bolton, served as bridemaids.
Their dresses were of airy
silk organza of rainbow colors,
the full skirts were adorned
with
Dior bows. Shoulder
In Your News
veils matched their dresses,
and their bouquets were of
Stories To The
white
carnations, decorated
with white satin bows.
THE BRIDE
.. The young bride, given in
marriage by her father, was
radiant in a gown of a Maurer
original of snow white French
hand clipped chantilly lace
236 South Wellington
and pure silk organza over
Post Office Box 311
bridal satin. The decolletag•
portrait neck was elaborately
We will be happy to embroided with seed pearls interspersed with sequins. Long
publish it for you
sleeves buttoned from elbow
"Free" Of Any
to petal points over the hand
charges.
Th• lace fashioned the Empire
bodice sweeping into a volumin.

Groups Mork Fourth
Senior Citizens Week

Miss Bettye Hunter
Wed To Earl Mimms

Who has the

INGROWN NAIL

Il

HEALTHIEST,
HAPPIEST BABY?

You do...

'

NOTICE!

with a safe, dependable
PET Milk formula!

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail

JUNE BRIDE?
COMPLIMENT HER
HAPPINESS BY GIVING
HER ONE OF THE
LOVELY "Gifts For Brides"
AVAILABLE AT YOUR
QUALITY STAMP
REDEMPTION CENTERS
Yes Madame,

TUNA WHIRL CASSEROLE
1 Jack Sprat biscuit recipe
Melted butter
2 eggs sliced
Dash black pepper
2 tablespoons pimento.
choppped
1 cup tuna
1 cup Green Peas
For a quick and nourishing meal these hot days, 1 can mushroom soup
nothing is nicer or more
Roll out biscuit dough In
tempting to a hungry clan
than tuna whirl casserole rectangular shape — butter
for supper."
and roll up like jelly roll;

The Summer season is a
most inspiring season for
housewives who use Jack
Sprat white corn meal, for
they are always so easily adjusted to any season, as well
as meal of the day.

Mix other ingredients and
pour into 11
/
2 quart casserole.
Cut dough in slices and place
whirls on tuna mixture. Bake
in 375 degree F. oven 15 to
20 minutes until brown.
Serve hot with your favorite fruit or tossed salad.
Makes good eating anytime.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

Tri-State
Defender

Itt
It's no wonder PET Milk babies are known for

B.SPEASific...Always Ask for

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

VINEGARS
FULLY AGED—MELLOW

their healthy growth and happy dispositions. As
doctors can tell you, PET is a dependable milk,
always absolutely safe, always uniformly rich—
easy for babies to digest. And it's fortified with
important vitamin D, the sunshine vitamin that
helps build strong, straight bones and sound teeth.
Yes, when it comes to baby's bottle,
there's no finer milk than PET Milk.
More than fifty million babies have
been raised on this form of milk. Be
sure yomr precious baby gets all the
wonderful benefits of a PET Evaporated Milk formula?
Iper—am. V I Pic pa.

A LISTENING TREAT is in store for all who tune in for
the weekly talent show sponsored by the Big Star Stores
of Memphis and the Mid-South. These youngsters appeared recently on the Big Star Talent show over Radio
Station WDIA. As usual, an excellent show was presented
In the persons of the above performers. Big Star Food
Stores take this opportunity every Saturday morning at

11:30 a. m. to present to the listeners of vast 50.000 watts
WDIA and their thrifty shoppers this excellent program
of fine talented youngsters of the Mid-South. Talented
youngsters or groups are invited to contact WDIA at any
time for an audition tryout. The program is emceed by
genial A. C. Williams.

CA5/4 FOOD STORES
in.P.
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Dr. W. E. B. Dui3OIS

A Prophet With Honor
proach to Negro rights. It is,Barrington public school syshis militancy which has cost tem.
him the "se-al of approval" of He was a Slater Fund Fellowthe supporters of the racial ship student in Germany, and
status quo. Unfortunately it upon his return, became a prohas also cost him the support fessoi of Latlon and Greek at
of the faint hearted among Willerforce College. In 18% he
many who should have been his was appointed assistant instrucNASHVILLE, Tennessee — A am lucky enough to have invitafriends.
the University of Penntor
long distance call is warm and tions to the Alumni Banquet and
By n.) means a "prophet with- sylvania and two years later
wonderful. It is the next best the Dance.
out honor," it is nonetheless a published his "The Philadelphia
thing to a personal visit. I am
People of all races and creed
source of same to the nation Negro' . the study which was to
always thrilled when I get a long
are getting along much better
that Dr Du Bois, is not at establisn his reputation as a
memcall
distance
from some
in our fair city these days. I
as well known in his own sociologist This was the first
least
ber of my family or a friend. I
country as he is abroad,
wandered into one of the big
scientific study of the family to
have really had my share of
That this situation exists, be made in the United States.
department stores for a little
them this week. I talked with
accident. (Dr Du Bois was the first real
no
however, is
shopping last week-end and demy mother who is getting ready
Among the first steps in the sociologist in this coutry.) That
cided I would try the snack bar.
to fly down to "RIO". She will
subpugation of one people or same year Dr. Du Bois puIt was good to see some of our
be attending the World Baptist
By JUDGE II. T. DELANEY group by another is the denial blished his Ph.D. thesis on the
young girls, high school age, sitAlliance which meets there in
On June 15 at 8 p. m. at the to the repressed of their own suppression of the African
ting at the counter with other
June. Her schedule sounds so
New Yorker Grand Ball- history; the denial of examples Slave Trade. This became
Hotel
young people in an orderly way'
room in New York City, The of their own courage: the evict- Volume I of the Harvard Uniinteresting and to think that she
just chatting and drinking their
can and does enjoy the thrill of
LEADERS OF THE NIAGARA MOVEME NT", one of the first militant organizations Emergency Civil Liberties ence of their own manhood and,aereity Historical Series.
Ice-cream sodas. Nobody seemtravel at her age.
for full civil rights, are shown at the orga nizational meeting held in July 1905. Dr. Committee will honor Dr. W. thus, a glimpse of their own l From 1897 to 1910 Dr. Du
ed to object.
remember introducing her
turee.
fuTh
W. E. B. Du Bois is seated center in straw hat. Other delegates included Fred Mc- E. B. Du Bois with a dramatic
Bois was professor of Econocurrent Un - American mica and History at Atlanta
to one of my students here at Dr. Alma Watkins, who slowAlonzo Hemdon, John Barber, Henry Bailey, Clement Morgan, George Forbes review of the highlights of his
Ghee,
first 92 years. The review, Activities Committee is not the University. Writing of that
Fisk last year — Sylvia, I said, ed down some this year because
and Monroe Trotter. The movement later gave birth to the NAACP.
under the direction of Luther first that Dr. Du Bois has period, Edwin R. Embree
this is my mother, Mrs. M. A.1 of a serious illness last summer
I
good
again.
real
looking
is
James, will effectively demon- lived through, nor is it the first said: "During the first decade
Fuller of Austin, Tex., and Sylstrate that one of the world's to designate hiF militant acti- of this century Burghardt Du
via said how pleased she was saw her at A and l's Baccalaumost eminent scholars educa- vities as evidence of "Uu- Bois was probably the most
to meet her and after talking a , reate on Sunday morning in a
matchwhich
hat
most
fetching
tors, writers and courageous Americanism." The state of Dr. thoroughly educated man the
while she said she dreaded1
fighters for human rights con- Du Bois' health at 92 is far deepest scholar and the most
thinking about the long trip ed her soft silk suit. She had
Sunday Day May 29, was tress of Ceremony
tinues to be a "prophet with better than that of the Com- gifted writer in the city of
ahead of her to Pittsburgh. My her little adopted daughter with
On Monday a hair styling honor" among all familiar with
Trustee Day and the third
in
all
a
was
picture
who
her,
mittee a a mere 22. Likewise Atlanta " Yet in those years
mother said, surely you do not
Quarterly Conference at Lane clinic was held with guest his militant role in the advance- is his reputation.
Thompson.
Frances
Miss
white.
the white people of Atlanta
still travel by train, My Dear.
Chapel CME church. The Morn- stylish Walter Spinks Memphis, ment of the Negro people to. This then, is the first inShe had just come from a trip The Art Instructor, sat with me
latest
never exchanged views with
ing Worship was in charge of demonstrating all the
'wards first class citizenship.
stallment of a four-part bioalmost around the world and she and my hostesses.
the men of the church. Music styles and trends in the care This despite the efforts of graphy of Dr. William Edward this scholar in their midst.
is past eighty. Isn't that wonder- She was also looking very
was furnished by the men of and treatment of the hair, many, including the House tin- Burrhardt Du Bois, born in The penalties of prejudice fall
ful? Then, I have received many smart in a soft print suit with a
the church with Mrs. Carolyn Mrs. Eunice Bruce was Dean American Activities Commit- Great Barrington, Mass. on unequally,
both Negrobut fall they do on
long distance calls from parents matching hat. Very chic, as usand white.
Garrett at the piano. The Pre- of the clinic. On Monday night tee, to discredit his achieve- February 23rd 1868 Inevitably
of students who will be coming ual last Sunday was Mrs. Rose Emmett B. Hagood joins the siding Elder, Rev. M. H. Bur- there was a hair and fashion ments.
At Atlanta, against a back.
the
of
outline
an
be
it will also
for Graduation Exercises this White, in a sleek black cotton. staff of McKissack & McKis- nett, brought the message.
ground of lynchings to be
show.
Du- struggle for Negro liberty,
Dr.
among
Outstanding
in the hundreds. Dr.
week and some from Alumni We hate to think of Rose going sack Inc. of Nashville, Tenneseount.d
Beautician
Uusing as a text, "Ye Must The Professional
No more report of dates and
Du Bois developed the Atlanta
friends. I am looking forward away from Nashville. She has see as Chief Estimator. Before Be Born Again" and "spiritual club, chapter 13, Humboldt, Bois' many achievements is, of
honors
statistical
place., and
studies which remain land.
to seeing them all with a great be-en a real asset to this com- coming to Nashville, he was a Birtli," as a subject. The fi- wishes to thank everyone who course, his part in the organizacan give more than a hint of marks in sociological liferature
deal of pleasure.
munity, but says she, where my i General Contractor in Detroit, nancial report was good all the helped to make this meeting a tion of the NAACP. It was the
life
man's
this
of
meaning
of work i the
to this day. In 1903 he wrote
I really did not tell my friends husband goes, so shall I: 011 Michigan. Hagood received the reports are not in.
success. Mrs. Inez Bryson, culmination of years
l am work To graduate from the hauntingly beautiful and
was going to be in a hospital course she is right and God gol Bachelor of Architectural Engi- This is the season for Vaca- president, Mrs. Zella Landers, with the Niagara Movement ,Harvard
with honors will never
and other efforts by Dr. Du
revealing book about which
r a day. I only went in for a with them.
neering Degree from South Ca- tion Bible schools. Lane Chapel secretary.
be commonplace, but in 1890.
as
citizenship
full
for
1Bois
Henry James was to say in
check up and some tests It is Dr. Monroe Jordan has an- rolina State College. He is mar- is in the midst of Vacation Bible The American Legion Auxiliareceived
14th Amend. William De Bois, 22
the
by
!guaranteed
American Scene" in 1907
"The
Mrs.
with
met
Ruth
Woods
134
true that I was feeling very
been
has
former
Post
the
ry
to
attendance
ried
school. The
his A. B. from that institution
nounced his retirement and is,
can everything have
"How
—
Wednesday ment.
for
Ballard
and
Theme
they
worn and ill for almost a week.
The
Elizabeth
Michigan,
now.
Jackson,
of
to
up
he
good
later
year
A
letting his office to a young mepeo. 'corn laude.'
the only Southern
that
gone
so
In afternoon. The meeting w a s Large numbers of young
Church
"The
I mention this because so many
Emmett,
schoolis,
children,
the
two
have
rehe
harry Dental graduate. Dr. Jortoday are con- won his M. A. In 1895
book of any distinction publishfir0
friends have called to say how,dan has been in semi-retirement:jr. and Henry. During the war, today's World." Mrs. Jewell opened by the president, Mrs.'pie in the south
the
—
D.
Ph.
his
ceived
fight which Dr. Du
ed for many a year is "The
sorry they were that I was ill for about two years now butd Hagood was a Chief Petty Of- Ridley is Principal for the Louise Cooper. Supplementary tinuing the
militant intellec granted by Harvard to a Ne- Souls of Black Folk'."
reports were given from the'Bois, as a lone
and had not let them know. manages to keep up with the'ficer in the Educational Branch school.
had previously been
in the south, started sixty gro. He
These sort of felicitations al- Appolos, his favorite club. I of the United States Navy. At The teachers are Mesaames Poppy sale. After the business!Wel
graduated from Fisk University Dr. Du Bois' early years had
I
always
has
Militancy
ago.
years
N. N. McKelvy, Carolyn Gar- the hostess served assorted
ways makes one feel better.
and before that from Great I, been ones of study. He had
have been told by a friend of , present he is a member of the
Messers sandwitches, punch, cookies, been the keynote of his apscribe,
Thanks to all of you. Being ill his that he really put on a party Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. The rett, your
prepared himself carefully lied
has it disadvantages too. I had when he entertained them last l National Technical Association, Ronald and Edward McKelvy. mints and peanuts. This will be
well for the day when he would
sponsored by the the last meeting until August.
to miss some of the social af- week.
be ready to say what he had
and a member of the Congre- The school is
Christian Board of Education. The Gloxinia Art and Garden
fairs that I would so much like
long felt must be said, namely
gational Church.
Mrs. Addie Roe is director. club met In the home of Miss
to have attended. Never mind I Mrs. Mildred Harding was the Lemuel
that the Negro people could ^)t
Vice
McKissack,
sm looking forward to the lovely Caterer, Champagne was the President and former Chief Mesdames Ora Gentry and Lila Northcross Tuesday with
accept second class citizenship
assisted. Mrs. Dorothy McKinney, co- 1
weddings coming up this week- liquid and Silver was the serv- Estimator moves up into t h e Dorothy Booth have
anywhere in the world. As a
Rev. C. D. McKelvy is pastor. hostess. The meeting was open.
ice. Mrs. John Hull is back in
as an educator, as a
end and the receptions too.
student,
newly created position of Chief
Western Regional of the ed with an inspirational devoscientist and as a literThe W. S. Davis' entertained circulation again and as usual of Operations in the ever ex. The
social
Tennessee Beauticians Associa- tion conducted by Mrs. Caroat their country estate for Phyl• she is working for NAACP and pending organization of McKisary man. Dr. Du Bois had adtion held its session in Hum- lyn Garrett. Mrs. Audrey BurComded to his understanding of
us Crowder and Carole Kean, trying to help the Meharry
sack & McKissack.
boldt, Tenn. May 22. Beauti- rell gave the report of the
the world in which the Negro
two lovely young women munity Council organize The
a
are
of
part
western
calendar
the
from
cians
Cultural Committee. Her report
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Atty. the convention
people lived. Now he would beho will be married this week- Nashville Campaign For HubSe
the state attended. The State was very informative as it
Defender's picnic, dance at the Masonic gin the long, always unfinished
the
bard Hospital.
Taylor,
end.
Euclid
Organizer. Mrs. Gladys Mor- gave the care of house plants
a mem- , Temple auditorium, a luncheon task oi helping to change that
The Fives and Fifties will re- My Thought For The Week:! MINNEAPOLIS, Minn, — The ris, Nashville, Tenn., and use and garden plants for the month general counsel, will be
ad-!at 12 noon, Friday, June 17,
will
world and make it better.
which
panel
a
of
ber
union at Meharry during their "Learn as if you are to live for- University of Minnesota an- State President,
Mrs. Etta of June. Some of us found we
criminal
on
seminar
a
Commencement season and I ever, live as if you are to die nounced that NAACP Execu- Brown, Jackson, Tenn., were gave our plants too much water dress
law and probate practice at the
hear from the grape-vine that tomorrow." Gandhi said these tive Secretary Roy Wilkins will present for the meeting. The during the month of June.
of the
there will be "Gay Doings," in- words and he was a very wise receive the institution's "Out- guest speaker Sunday was Atty. Mrs. Alberta Jamison gave three-day convention
association
cluding many house parties, a man. I leave this thought with standing Achievement Award" J. F. Estes, Memphis, Tenn. a very beautiful flower arrange- Southwestern Bar
Birmingham.
Golf Tournament and some stag our many graduates who are at a public meeting to be held Music was furnished by Moore's ment in tall vases for a piano or June 16-17 in
affairs about which I am sure making history with their cou- on the University campus, June , Chapel Choir, Milan, Tenn. mantle. Plans were discussed An estimated 100 lawyers, are
I Mrs. Zella Landers was Mis- for the Annual Flower Show in scheduled to attend the sessions.
we will never kr.sw. Anyway, I rageous march toward freedom. 26.
William H. HasAugust. The President, Mrs.'Federal Judge
address the asto
slated
is
tie
Jennie Vance thanked the Corn•
June
tnittee for their reports and sociation's public meeting
B.
L.
the
in
p.m.
7:30
at
17
business.
other
conducted the
Barbecue sandwiches, coco- Hall auditorium in the A. G.
colas, ice cream and cake was Gaston building
enjoyed by all.
An all-day forum on civil
was
is scheduled for June 17.
Williams
rights
Nelda
Mrs.
called to Kansas City, because Participants will include Atty.
of the death of her sister Mrs. Robert L. Carter, of New York
Grace Gill. Her nieces, Mrs. City, general counsel for the
Dollie Shebes and Lola Cope- National Association for the Adher to vancement of Colored People;
accompanied
land
many Atty. Arthur D. Shores, presiTheir
Kansas City.
friends share their sorrow with dent of the Jefferson County
them. Mrs. Lola D. Motley, Progressive Democratic Counsister of Mrs. Gill and Mrs cil; Atty. Fred D. Gray, Montthe gomery; Atty. Charles AndsrWilliams did not make
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey •6 Years Old • 90 limo
trip.
son, Louisville, Ky. and Atty.
'Ancient Age Distillers Company, Frankfort, Kent,,...
Alexander Looby of Nasville,
Tenn. Among social activities on
First Of A Series
EDITOR'S NOTE. The following is the first install.
meat of four articles on Dr.
W. E. B. DuBois written by
Judge Hubert T. Delaney,
noted New York jurist, fighter foi civil liberties and civil
right . Judge Delaney is a
member of the National
Board of the NAAC P; a
member of the National Executive Committee of the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, and at the present
time chief defense counsel
for Dr. Martin Luther King
in Montgomery, Ala.

cKissack
irm Keeps
Expanding

Humboldt, Tenn.

'

uclid Taylor
On Bar Program

Cite Roy Wilkins

IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!

First Cancer
Crusade Nets
$1800 Total

Tenn; and "Miss Fisk"
BitIDES-TO-itE — These 10
for 1940-61., Phyllis Crowder
lovely Fisk university coeds
of Nashville, Tenn., who is
are happily anticipating bealso marrying a Fisk June
A total of $1,800 has been
coming Ji ne brides. They are
Lett.
Franklin
graduate,
to help fight cancer by
raised
of
Davis
(left to right) Carol
the first Negro Residential
St. Louis, Mo., who is marryCrusade to be held in Memphis
ing another Fisk student, Miland Shelby County.
ton Randolph; Grace Dillard
Mrs. R. Q. Venson and Mrs.
of Greenwood. Miss.; Elaine
A. E. Horne, chairmen for the
drive, were pleased with the
Former President Harry S. didn't think such flights were results of the first drive, and
express their appreciaTruman said Monday he once proper," Truman told reporters wish to
accompanying him on a morn- tion to the volunteers who convetoed as Chief Executive a
ducted the door-to-door effort,
ing stroll through the loop.
suggestion that the U. S. use Truman did not go into de- and to those who contributed.
spy planes to gather intelligence
tails, but said the proposal was The two civic leaders also
information.
made in about 1949 or 1950. praised radio station WDIA for
turned it down because I
The former President defend- its assistance during the monthed the right of Democrats to long program. WDIA helped
Ad- recruit block-workers for the
criticize the Eisenhower
RECITAL SUNDAY
handling ef the drive; provided identification
ministration's
Lucious Lamar, tenor, is beplane Incident and the badges for the workers; and
ing presented in a recital by U-2 spy
aired hundreds of public servconference collapse.
summit
the Every-Ready club of Ward
ice announcements.
chapel AME criurc:i, 1125 So.
Life-saving educational ma.Parkway East Woodward it., I if
listing cancer's seven
terial
Sunday, June 12, 8 p. m. Rev.
signals was left at
danger
F. G. Garrett is pastor.
homes visited by the block—
workers At homes where the
occupants were away, the work.
A folio chock full of prac- er left envelopes to be used to'
tical ideas. Have "dates" mail contributions to the Cancer
aching
sore,
tired,
relieve
Quickly
Society.
Available in all slwes.
Muscles with STANBACK Pow- every day.
Mrs. Venson and Mrs. Horne
Including 'A gallons.
SEND $1.00
ders or Tablets. STANBACK'S
urge those who were not at
brings
Action)
(Synergistic
100 or SO PROOF
•
S. A.
home the night of the Crusade
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
faster, more complete relief from
mail their contributions to
to
NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U S A. CLEAR SPRING
...Snap back
pain. Remember.
American Cancer Society,
the
DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CJRMONT, KY.
Ill.
Chicago,
Box 7762 With STANBACKI
774-A Adams.
Vleedson of Tuskegee, Ala., er. a graduating Flskite: and
Linda Eason of Los Angeles, Janis Bowen of Atlanta, Ga.
Calif.; Bonita Dixon of Chi- Expectant Brides-to-be, who
cago, Ill.: Sylvia Davis of are not shown are Carole
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Caroline Jenkins of Columbia, S. C.;
Lamar of Augusta, Ga.; Lois Constance Bontemps of NashWheeler of Nashville, Tenn.,
Esther Nettles of Mobile,
Ala., marrying Gordon Fish -

75c DELIVERS
$1 381

Memphis' largest selling

VODKA

33 Ways To
Meet Women
ACHING MUSCLES
ANN JONES

$1816

Per Mo.
2 Units

You Get This

PACKAGE DEAL

Truman Bares Spy Flight Veto

DARK EYES

Per M°'
One Unit

•1

H.P.-230 volts

• 1960 model

• 9600 B.T.U.
• 790 Sq. Ft.
cooling capacity

• 1600 watts
• 8 amperes
• 2.2 pints moisture

•
•
•
•
•
•

We Install (Normal)
We Pay For Wiring (Normal)
We Pay Sales Tax
We Finance
We Give I Year Free Service
We Carry Out Manufacturer's
5-Year Warranty On
Compressor

Service Built Our Business
Filters For All Makes $1.75 Up

removed per hour

• 16 inches high
2 inches wide
/
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• 19 inches deep
• 170 pounds
OPEN
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760 UNION
2268 PARK

At Forrest Perk
Opposite Lamar-Airways
Shopping Center

JA 7-2631
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And Probloana

By FRANK L STANLEY
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.—The de- fewer citizenship privileges, Nemise of the Los Angeles Trib- groes in cities like New York
une marks the passing of two
and Los Angeles (and to a deNegro
Newspapers this year.
Subscript:cm Is Ns year $6: six months $3 SO. 12-reet soeci•I Subscriptioe tete
even those of the size and
gree
0
Earlier, the New York Age—
character of Louisville) found
America's oldest Negro Weekly
rtt-Stete pete^det Dees Met raki, liespoe.ibitihr ha unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
it more necessary to regularly
— quit publication.
support their newspaper. ActualPublished be
Thursday by vise Tri-State Defender Publishing Co Entered as Second
American Journalism is a ly New York and L. A., supshrinking field. Major cities like ported two or more Negro newsClass Molitor ot Ms Memphis Post Otetee March 20 1)52 Under Act ot March 2 11171
Brooklyn, St. Lows, Los Ange- papers for a considerable numSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
les, Cincinnati and more recent- ber of years.
ly Chicago
have witnessed The death pattern however is
metropolitan newspaper conin effect, the same for Negro
solidations. And yet there are
and white newspapers. There
more readers of American
are fewer and fewer of each.
Newspapers today than ever.
Pure economics figure in both.
America is faced today with a grow- complete, to use Mr. Randolph's own Seems a contradiction for al- But somehow the death of any
most any
newspaper to Negro newspaper seems to be
ing revolt against excessive discrimina- phrase "the revolution the civil war left have to go good
out of business in a greater loss. Not in terms ot
tion and its long shadows of racial hurts unfinished."
this day of high readership. Re- dollars and cents or the
numThe focus is equality under demo- gardless, competition and high ber of people thrown out of
and nightmares. Unrestrained race prejpublishing costs often so dic- work but to the cause of
huudice is chocking the economic aspira- cratic tenets rather than apartheid. But tate.
man
decency
midway
at
this
tion and cultural need of the Negro be- the historical backdrop against which The problem is even greater point of achieving full freedom.
yond endurance. The revolt is grass- this concept is projected is adorned with for a weekly catering mostly to For as the competing Los Anroots in character. It is not a temporary relevant social, political and economic Negroes—a cause press that geles Tribune editorialized 'The
dedicates its very all to the
Tribune' was a lusty voice for
compulsions. This is a great moment in vancement and freedom of adoutburst with a political time-table.
its human rights and for the liberpeople.
Irrespective of mission,
It is a deep-seated reaction to what our social history. For the first time orall have the right
publishing costs are no cheaper ties that we
expect. What the Tribune
appears to be a permanent assignment ganited black labor commits it
be it the smallest newspaper. to
of the black man's place in the demo- body and soul to the struggle for social Newsprint, ink and type setting lacked in size, it more than
made up for in fighting spirit
machines cost the same reeardcratic design of living. This revolt quick- justice and equality.
that is a credit to any
and
It is leaping into the affray as an or- less of the purchasers' race. newspaper "worth its salt."
ens its pace and intensity as resistance
Even if a Negro Newspaper
is galvanized against those legislative ganic whole with a vision that rises has appreciable circulation it The Tribune was perhaps the
warrants which were meant to raise the above the narrow limits of selfish in- still is shut out from the kind most professionally non-cooperative of all Negro newspapers.
Negro to the full stature of first class terest. It is committed to fight discrimi- of advertising which keeps pub- Its editors never affiliated with
lications
alive. National food
nation in labor's own bosom, but it canNegro Press Associations nor
citizenship.
accounts, department store copy
attended any conventions. In
not
shut
its
eyes
to
denials
of
opportuniand
new
advertiseme
car
nts, to truth they were
The sit-in demonstrations are a part
strongly critical
name only a few, have yet to
of the general pattern of resentment ty, to unmitigated inequality elsewhere. appear
of most Negro publications so
in
Negro
Newspapers
which was dormant for awhile, but Black labor is today dedicated to the with any degree of consistency. much so that Westbrook Pegler,
the perennial
"It
like," said Simple, said Simple. "Gentlemens of the world, too, Gentlemens
which has been reactivated with surpris- prosecution of the task which did not The metropolitan dailies that umnist once Anti-Negro col- "that looks
of
our
white
singled
folks will never the Summit, I want you-all to the Summit, whilst you is spythe
out
at
end
Appomatt
died,
ox.
had
all
of
these,
but
found
ing results, though spotty and slow.
Tribune editor, Almena Lomax get through talking about that think how you can provide ing on each other,
I will wait
The civil war terminated the institu- need for more income to op- as the only capable Negro U-2, Khrushchev, Eisenhowse
r, everybody in the world with and bide my time because, as
While our college students in the
erate in the black.
and the Summit. I wish I was bread and meat, except them sure
tion of slavery, but it did not do away It is small
as God made little fishes,
wonder then that Journalist in America.
South have deployed their forces to do
with the economic and social disparities the Tribune and the Age held on But in spite of the kind of at the summit — I would do a that be's vegetarians, give them the time will not be long. You
little talking myself."
battle on the social front as courageousrice and carrots. Civil rights big countries of the world
that have turned the Negro into a sec- as long as they did even though newspaper The Tribune was, I "And what, my dear
fellow, comes next. Let everybody got to wake up to the se
ly as they may, dissatisfied Negro labor
they circulated in two of Ameri- for one believe, its death is a
ond class citizen.
have civil rights, white, black, your leaders wasn't born wit ,
ca's largest and most prosper- material loss to the total Civil would you say?" I asked.
opens up a second front under the genThe Negro American Labor Council ous cities—Los Angeles and Rights effort. And I doubt even "I would put on my swallow- yellow, brown, gray, grizzle or and the peoples has got to
eralship of the eminent labor patriarch
tail coat, striped trousers, and green. No Jim Crow-take-low- reach out their
hands to each
has the good fortune of being led by a New York, But thereby may be if the legally-integrated peoples high
hat, get into my limousine, can't-go for anybody! Let Arabs others over the leaders'
— A. Philip Randolph.
the fundamental reason for of color in California can afheads,
man who is probably one of the greatest failure.
and
drive to the Summit look- go to Israel and Israels go to Just like I am talking
ford to lose it as they struggle
over your
The new Negro American Labor figures in the history
of the American The competition of living, the to overcome the barriers of ex- ing like an Englishman. I would Egypt, Chinese come to leaders' heads now, because
leave my cane
Council, which held its founding con- labor movement
just like America and Negroes live in so many leaders is in the game
, and one of the greatest hustle and bustle of traffic, com- tra - legal segregation a n d Ike left home home,
his golf clubs. Australia if any be so foolish for payola and say-ola, not
muting from boroughs and sun- achieve complete acceptance.
ference in Detroit, last week, is a long- Americans of
doour day. A. Philip Ran- dry
But what would be different as to want to. Let Willie Mays ola. But
me, being self-appointsuburbs, a broader diver- Although we have established
awaited answer to the discrimination dolph has
devoted forty years of his life sification of personal interests strategic beach heads on the about me is I would be black. live in Levittown and Casey ed, I am beholden to nobody.
I would take my black face, Stengel live in Ghana if he so Right now
practiced by labor unions. It is not a to the bitter struggle
I cannot do much,
for improved eco- and an inherent desire to be periphery of full civil rights, black hands, and
black aspira- desires. And let me drink at but I can say ALL.
black federation, nor is it in, opposition nomic opportunit
free
of
the
race
problem,
the
all
war
is
yet
to be won. We tions rights up there to the top the Stork
y for the masses of his
Club if I get tired
tend to shrink
"I therefore say to you, gen
natural read- need every potent voice like and
to the existing AFL-CIO combine.
set down
people, for a fair deal for Negro labor, ership of any the
and
say, of Lenox Avenue. Open house tlemens of the Summit,
special medium. The Tribune to continue to point
you
'Gimme a microphone, turn before open skies. Alter which
Its main task is to speed the day of and for making democracy not a pallid In the past
may not pay attention to me
days of more con- out the schoals ahead lest our on the TV's, hook up the na- comes
peace, which you can't now, but
full equality for Negroes in unions and symbol, but a shining, living reality.
centrated racial residency and soldiers be ambushed.
some sweet day you
tional hookups. I want the have nohow as long as peoples
world to hear my message.' and nations is snatching and will. I will get tired of your
Then I would proceed to take grabbing over pork chops and stuff and your bluff. I will take
the agenda."
land and golf and payola so your own golf stick and wham
"Proceed,"
I
said.
as not to starve to death. No the world so far up into or
Since he became Prime Minister on he says about any other subject what"Which I would do," said peace could be had nohow with until you will be shaken off
January 10, 1957, Mr. Macmillan has ever.
Simple," "no sooner than the white nations against black, surface of the earth and ever
started every calendar year with a reaudience got settled, the diplo- English rioting against Jamai- body will wonder where have
This is not only because Africa repmats got their earphones strap- cans, South Africans kicking all the white folks gone. Genconnaissance into the world outside, resents modern Conservatism's crisis
ped on, and the translators got coloreds in the teeth, and tlemens of the Summit, you-all
each of them with a very pressing politi- of conscience. It is because there is now PHILADELP
HIA—Albert R. Beatty, who received an their dictionaries out, also the Americans acting like fools in had better get together and
cal motive. His commonwealth tour in an influential section of opinion
in Brit- Beatty, whose projection of honorary doctor of laws de- stenographers got their ma- Mississippi. Civil rights has straighten up and fly right —
chines ready to take me down got to come before peace.
else in due time you will have
1958 was dictated by the feet that he ain which is profoundly concerned that America's free enterprise sys- gree from the
college for his for the record. The press gal- "As for U-2's — are you
tem has reached an audience
one, to contend with what Harlem
took over the prime ministership on the this country shall not appear
in bad of approximately 23,000 stu- work among college students, leries would be full of report- too? Flying high and trying to thinks.
ruins of the Suez adventure; its purpose light in Africa. It insists, no doubt
in 25 Negro colleges and pointed out that history has ers waiting to wire my words spy, lie, and pry into colored "Did I hear you say, 'It do
in a dents
universities
, warned that world shown that ''no nation — no around the world, and I would folkses affairs has been going not matter what Harlem
was to mend fences.
rather muddled and indefinite way, leadership may
be slipping matter now strong militarily— be prepared to send them. Jack, on for so long, naturally white thinks?' I regret to inform you,
His visit to Russia in 1959 was de- that the right and moral thing shall be from the U. S. due to "the c a n remain predominantly I would be ready."
folks has doite got into the ha- gentlemens of the Summit, that
signed to open the way to a summit done somehow, and that there shall be deteriorating moral libel of our powerful if it suffers from in- "Give forth," I said.
bit of thinking they can fly in the sunset of your time, IT
ternal
decay and corruption."
people."
"Bread and meat come first," high and spy on the rest of DO!"
meeting; its main purpose was to build some term to shifts and evasions.
Addressing the annual com- The A A. R. official, whose
bridges, although it was also not withThere is now a strong, liberal Afri- mencement exercises of Aquinas citation also took note of his
college
in
Grand
Rapids, many accomplishments
out its influence on the subsequent Brit- can lobby which does not
the
believe that Mich., the assistant vice presi- fields of journalism and inpublic
ish general election. Now, in 1960, he there can indefinitely be one solution for dent of the Association of relations, maintained
that "it
went to Africa: there it is a new world West Africa and totally different
American Railroads declared is necessary for the American
one that "we are
becoming a self- people to re-learn the lesson of
that has to be built, and the role that for Kenya and Rhodesia. Some
of its indulgent nation, indifferent to history and to recognize that
Britain plays in that building is going champions have whipped up
a rather that which will eventually de- a nation is no stronger than
prive us of much
to have a big domestic political impact, surprising degree of support
morality and faith of its
in Britain in our way of life."of the good the
people."
too.
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Simple At The Summit

Africa Affects British Politics

Says U.S. Hurt
By Moral Deca

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

Of the quickening of the pace of
events in Africa, and of quickening interest in it in Britain, there is evidence
to spare. Mr. Macmillan must know that
the things he himself says about Africa
are now watched more closely and with
a more critical eye than the things that

for a campaign to boycott South African goods.
They are representatives of a mood
which Mr. Macmillan cannot miss in almost every British newspaper. He
knows that the general election gave
him no mandate for old-fashioned conservatism in Africa.

The Hague Tribunal
For the past thirteen years the International Court of Justice, set up at the
Hague by the League of Nations in 1922
and continued by the United Nations,
has languished for lack of work. Since
19-16 only 17 major cases have been decided and a principal reason for this poor
showing has been the reserved attitude
of the United States.
The Court's jurisdiction is confined
to disputes over treaties, international
kw, and threatened breaches of international obligations; all domestic matters
are excluded by the originating statute.
In 1946 the Senate agreed to U.S. participation in the Court, subject to the exclusion of disputes "essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of the U.S.
This rider was innocuous, but it wait
then modified by an amendment moved
by Senator Connally of Texas, which
added the words "as determined by the
United States" and was carried by 51
votes to 12. Accordingly it rests with the
United States to decide whether any dis-

pute to which it is a party should be

brought before the Court.
Other countries have not been dilatory in following the American example: the Soviet bloc rejects the Court
on doctrinal grounds, but of the 34 of
the 82 members of the United Nations
who accept its jurisdiction, 13 have
made similar reservations. Furthermore,
the Court applies a doctrine of reciprocity by which any country in conflict
with the United States can invoke the
domestic reservation.
In April Vice President Nixon also
called for repeal and the adoption in all
new treaties of a clause obliging signatories to refer disputes arising under
them to the Court decision. His suggestion has been endorsed by the Republica* committee which has recently
driF-Past a policy for the party, and it
hartecakted Support from a special committee of the. American Ear Association,
whose detailed report has been released
to the press.

SO WHAT?

Chicago — The Negro who sions at the University of Chi- ever, that the Red Chinese
passes for white is a subject cago which featured a host of were interested in extending
of enduring interest to both intellectual big wheels, the their influence and winning
whites and Negroes. We are at- color problem raised its stub- friends in Africa.
This whole concept of dividtracted to it by the aura of born head.
mystery and the dramatic con- The specific subject which ing mankind on the basis of
flicts which the experience of disturbs these statesmen and skin color was promulgated by
intellectuals most is Red China. white people who have played
passing must embrace.
The writers and movie mak- One Nobel Prize winner at the the major role in the making
ers are beginning to exploit this Chicago conference, Lord Boyd of modern history. The emsubject in a big way and I Orr, stated that we may have phasis on whiteness as the hallgather they are finding it very to face the fact that Red mark of civilization has
profitable. As this is written, China with its 650 million peo- brought misery and tragedy to
two films, one British, "Sapp- ple may become within the next the millions of non-whites who
hire," and the other Ameri- thirty years the most powerful are in the majority on this
planet.
can, "I Passed For White," nation on earth.
are giving Chicagoans a little Wherever international politi- Now centuries later, there
insight into the very old pass- cians and statesmen gather seems to be a growing suspithese days, the subject of Red cion that the concept of whiteing game.
China is bound to come up. ness is beginning
to outlive its
Most American Negroes are
While most of the discussion usefulness.
This color cone
familiar with the facts of this
will center around Communism was
built on a myth •
subject but the majority of
as
China, there also arises the
non-whites are demonstrating
whites still seem to be shocked in
question of color.
in Africa, the Near East and
or at least surprised by the
Upon returning from Nigeria in the Orient.
revelations. Perhaps I should
To put it in the
say Northern whaes because recently, a distinguished gen- vernacular, the whites are
the white folks down home tleman asked me did the Afri- running in front but their lead
know a great deal more than cans feel that the Chinese had is getting shorter everyday.
they may be willing to admit anything in common with them The intellectuals today realize
on the basis of color. This re- that there is no way to build
about passing.
minded me of a story told by true world peace if concepts
This quickened interest in
Nigerian physician in Lagos which are basically false are
passing, however, is just one a
who had been to America and still used to create artificial
more symptom of a general
was explaining our customs to barriers and divisions of mandisturbance in the white world hs,,aiysidot:fri.,eininndussAtmerica
In my Pyou are kind. Can the intellectuals get
today over the issue of color.
he this message across to the
In England, Europe a n d
if you
masses in time to allay world
America, the top statesmen
there Cbhlianceks."
not
4
eeryoua
wahtietv
e
tensions? That is a tough quesare beginning to discover that
and tion and perhaps world peace
the artificial division of the
Africans may have in common depends upon the answer.
The
world into wbdes and nonin this color-crazy world, I big wheels of
Europe and
whites can be exceedingly disfound no evidence that the Afri- America are worried.
From the
comforting.
cans felt any kinship or partic- Information filtering out of
You will note that in the re- ular affinity for the
Chinese. Asia and Africa, they have a
cent conference on world ten- I did find some
evidence, how- right to be worried.

•
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Jewish Congress Honors
Roy Wilkins, Belafonte
NEW YORK — Negroes and jean Negroes — particularly "What must be urged is not
Jews working together to ad- those who have bean personally patience, but wisdom—wisdom
in the struggle for Ir the selection of methods.
vance the cause of civil rights intrAved"
civil rights "They nave shown Some methods while plausible
have helped to make our coun- a remarkable devotion to their on the surtace may be counter.
try a better place for all Amer. country at a time when less produePve in practice. And beleans, the national biennial resolute persons might have came, of the emotional impact
conventioc of the American wavered For this, all decent of the subject matter it is not
are and should be always easy L.
Jewish Congress was told this americans
intensely proud," he declared.
week.
FINED
Rogers told the American ZORA
Roy Wilkins, executive secre- Jewish
Congress convention PHOENIX, Ariz. — (UP!) —
tary of the National Associa- tha. the "essence of the civil Heavyweight boxing contender
$100 on
reckless
tion for the Advancement of rights problem is moral" and Zora Foley was fined
to
EWIty
system
legal
the
American
that
of
Colored People, accepting
his plea
eivil rights award from the "has as one of its purposes dri
gongress recalled that a late making that moral concept a Folley originally was chargRabbi hat been one of the reality."
ed with drunk and recklesS
founders of the NAACP as well The Attorney-General reject- driving after a minor accident
as o! the American Jewish Con- ed the counsel of "patience" last Dec 36. However, City Aturivd on American Negroes in torney Stuart Shoob !worngress.
quarters. "Certainly no menoed that the drunk driving
some
Other American Jewish ,Conbe criticised for 'charge be dropped because of
one
should
gress awards for leadership in
his Con* linsufficient eviaence.
exercise
to
wanting
civil rights went to Harry DelaLuLynoni,
Sammy.
Fox,
at
Ii.
rights
Altusso
once," Valley then pleaded guilty to
stitutioaa,
Wells,
ett,
Carolyn
Marilyn Harris.
fonte, U. S, Attorney-General,
ENTIRTAIN DESVTANTEg mating class of Father PAW aWayse and
the reckless driving charge,
cille Kennedy, Mary Milian,
Jackson,
said.
Rogers
Margaret
Rush,
are;
row
Bobby
hack
Rogers,
Senator
the
P.
OM
Seated
William
— Mr, sad Mrs, Robert Hines, tread high school.
and Modena
Stroud
Ernestine
WUHarnett&
Moore,
Euralla
Garrison,
Lawrence
Jacob K. Javita (Rep., N. Y.)
er„ aud their daughter, Miss treat left are: Sadie Hello- Palk.
by
photo
Corselias Thomas. (Staff
and Representative Emanuel
Kertenaa MeChristen, Carol Ann Springer, Hamil Parker, Lillian Hall
debutante.
An MOM.
Hardin)
George
MyrRalph H. McCoy, Hollowell, Lewis Hines,
Cellar (Dem., N. Y.).
Pr'seated a party In beau Hareems* Spillers, Ann Hines, Washington,
Orrelia PickWilkerson,
See
Margaret
Morgan,
M.
Alice
grad.
the
"In the American struggle
and
of the Age dohs
for the vindication of the American &Tam," Wilkins said, "we In
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The have succored each other along
VATICAN CITY, (UPI) — converts to Roman Catholic.
way.
Pepe John X XIII warned ism."
30th annual State Conference the
"More often, it has been the Sunday that Africa has many
of Farmers and Homemakers,
Jews who have aided the Ne- grave problems to be faced
set for A. T. college, June 14-17, groes and Negro projects," the
Is its "Healthy
will draw more than 1,000 NAACI- leader declared. "But but urged caution instead of
for
Negro
wives.
their
the
of
farmers and
the struggle
baste in solviag them.
The four-day meeting will his uroper place as a citizen
He did not specify the Nafeature lectures and demon- has Aida the struggle of oth- ture et Uses* problems al.
of
ers as well."
strations on a wide variety
though be referred cautiously
future, lesser naWILBERFORCE, Ohio — The 70-yearold freshman Sen- "In the near
TON, D. C.— subjects of interest to the
WASHING
Wilkins noted that "the long to "violence among
tbe
club'
'nuclear
the
join
will
tions
Ney
predominantl
the
told
ator
M.
ROCHESTER, N. Y. — (VP!)
Stephen
(UPI) — U. S. Sen.
and finally successful legal bat- populations of the same collo
(ACNS) — Operation 1700 com- farmer and homemaker.
themselves
become
will
and
The American Baptist con—
against
NAACP
by
Young (D.-Ohle) Sunday told the gro class "The breath-taking
waged
tle
try."
to the peace of our pleted one term of giving the
vention Monday overrode proresidential covenents
graduating class of Central pace of modern life, no longer threats
restrictive
But the reference could
he said.
children of Prince Edward
State College "Discrimination permits slow, leisurely adjust- world,"
has benefitted Jewish citizens, have been interpreted as tests by a militant church group
Duna Wichita, Kan„ and deIn order to stop this, Young County partial relief from a
nSpanish-Ame
and
because of race or color must ments to reality.
Orientals
either clashes between Afri- cisively reaffirmed Its partici"There just cannot be any said, the U. S. must continue total school - less year.
are well as Negro Ameribe eliminated."
cans
cans themselves or between pation in the National Council
compromise on civil rights for "face to face conferences with This program was designed
cans.
displacAfricans and whites.
of Churches.
any American. Either we imple- dictators of the Soviet Union and to help more than 1700
I Another awiad recipient, At were
who
Pope John', 1300 word
children
school
ed
arms
decisthe
end
to
Court
Red China"
ment the Supreme
Some 5,000 delegates to the
paid
Rogers,
ral
.torney-Gene
Radio broadcast in French
forced to discontinue their Muion or we are restating law and race.
atannual meeting adopted a
53rd
"intelligent
the
to
'tribute
ST.
, was aimed at all Catholics
cation in the Fall of 1900 when
LOUIS (UPI) — Negro
order," he stated.
resolution recommended by the
Amer"I oppose sharing atomic secin Africa, but particularly at convention's general council
^a Alderman William Clay of the titude and balance of the
Honorary degrees were award- rets with France, West Ger- Prince Edward County clos---in face of the Nth ward withdrew from the
doors
school
its
N.
H.
James
and
Young
nations,"
to
ed
with an overwhelmuag show of
many, Italy and other
District race for the Democratic nomiWaring, jr., principal of t h e he said. "Were a triezer-happy order of the
r hands. A substitute motion, prenation for sheriff.
DOwington Industrial School, fanatic or a drunk fool to pre- Court to integrate.
"sented by the First Baptist
(up
LAS VEGAS, NOV. —
MEMPHIS. Tenn — (UPI) — DownIngton, Pa.; Carl J. Mur- cipitate an atomic attack, the Operation 1700 has established Clay said "estahlished"
Church of Wichita to entreat
— Jerry Giealer, 73, famed
program of ten comm-eity Negro politicians and some
American Baptists to sever ties
F81 announced the arrest phy, editor and publisher of Af- chain reaction might be terrific a
ra.
was
—
—
Neb.
(UPI)
OMAHA,
I
attorne),
Hollywood
centers that provide u
union elements "pressured" his 'Pickets began parading outside leased Sunday from southern with the National Council, was
day of Albert Lee Jordon, ro-American o,ewapapers, Balti- and instantaneous.
and educati..nil backers to drop him.
in Chicago for tin. more, and J. Mayn,ard Dicker- "Before this is permitted to recreational
Hospital defeated.
Memorial
the gates of the strategic air Nevada
lawful flight to avoid prosecu- son, Youngstown, Ohio, chair- occur, sanity tnust prevail over services.
Martin
Sheriff
Incombent
third
Ofat
heart. The voting was orderly and
after
bis
suffering
headquarters
Icommand
man of the Ohio Industrial Com- insanity. A nuclear war is more It is a development of the Toner's principal opponents now
tion for murder.
without outbursts.
fUtt Air Force base at midnight. attack in a year.
in
held
Conference
Emergency
Jordon, allegedly stabbed a mission.
hkely to start by accident or
G.
Louis
alderman
former
are
by
the
Internationstrike
The
Washington, D. C. sponsored bY
man in Chicago in 1957 after Young also told the class that mischance than b,y' design."
PAUL'S SUNDRY — 1023 MISSISSIPPI AVI.
Ithe National Council of Negro (Midge) Berra and William A. al Association of Machinists
an argument over whisky.
nuclear war could start by acBrady,
as
planned
began
(JAM)
Women to determine how the
Jordon was captured by cident as other nations join the
against Convair division of
women of the nation could efMemphis police, the FBI said. "nuclear club".
General Dynamics Corp., after
S.
U.
Cele Cuts — Ice Cele Seer
the
uphold
hletiese
of
to
the
children
fectively assist
Struggle
Telephone WH. 8-9315
Prince Edward County who Supreme Court Decision of negotiators failed to reach
Delivery Service
I agreement on a new contract.
have been symbolic of the 1934.
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Pope Urges Csufion
African ProbleMs

a Des

Senator Tells Grads At
Central 'Bias Must Go'

Prince Edward
Students In
Partial Schools

Farmers, Homemakers

Baptists Keep
Council Ties

Negro Quits
Sheriff Race

Memphis Cops
Nab Fugitive

Machinists
Start Pickets

wanted

COLONIAL ICE CREAM

1Name Lawyer
Anti-Bias Unit Church Prexy

BOSTON — (UPI)) — Author
W. Ackman of Cambridge, A
Mississippi-born lawyer, was
named president of the Mother
'Church, the First Church of
Ap.
c.
Garrity
D.
In
received Christ, Scientist, in Boston at
1152 Miss
WASHINGTON,
meeting Monday. He
paintment of Miss Margaret an award from the National the annual
Kathryn F. Cook
Mrs.
succeeds
for
Women
of
Negrc
Council
Garrity, of Chicago, as execuBoston.
of
AL- director of the President's her work in inter-racial indusAttending the meeting were
Witinittee on Government Con- trial relations. Pamphlets which
tracts has been announced by she authored were given an more than 7,000 Christian scienVice President Nixon, commit- award by the American Council tists representing all 30 states
on Race Relations and the of the union, Europe, Africa,
tee chairman.
Council Against Racial and Re- South America, Australia and
of
native
Miss Garrity, a
other overseas areas.
n.
Brookfield, Mo., assumed her ligious Discriminatio
this
I
welcome
"Naturally
Ackman served three terms
has
She
new position Monday.
been serving as director of the opportunity to function at the on the Los Angeles board of
continuing the education and one term on the
Committee's Midwest Regional national level in
of opening California board of education.
work
committee's
esOffice at Chicago since its
Job opportunities for minority A former manager of commit.
tablishment in 1957.
said af- tees on publication, he was
The President's Committee groups," Miss Garrity
"Having
appointment.
her
ter
named general counsel of the
on Government Contracts su.
nearly 20 years of my legal department of the Mother
devoted
of
n
administratio
the
pervises
working closely with Church in 1944, an office he
the standard clause contained life to
and ethnic will still hold.
in all Government contracts race, religious
besetproblems
on
croups
the
employment
which prohibits
minority members, I feel
discrimination on the basis of ting
great task
race, color, religion or national keenly aware of the
if we are to
ahead
still
lies
that
origin.
achieve the aims outlined by
CITED FOR WORK
Eisenhower when he
President
edMiss Garrity received her
President's Comucation at Missouri State Col- created the
mittee on Government Concourstook
additional
and
lege,
at American university, tracts in 1953.
rge Washington University FILLS VACANCY
Miss Garrity's appointment
and Catholic University. She
has a long record of experience fills a vacancy created by the
In the field of inter-racial rela- resignation of Dr. Jacob Siedenberg.
tions.

3rd Heart Attack

"Now add the Carnation slowly," Dr.Durham
instructs student making cream sauce. Students find that todsci's 'Carnation makes
sauces as smooth la MOM could make
them—with with far fewer fat calories.

——
recipe:
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CARNATION CREAMED
CHIPPED BEEF

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets

Coll: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor

(Makes 4 serinned

2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour

Dr. Durham serves' coffee to guesta from Central State College. "Carnation is the 'cream'
4 the fat calories"
1
in our circle," Dr. Durham explains. "It enriches coffee like cream—with /

Dr. Durham, well-known dietitian, tells why

"Carnation is the brand of my choice
for cooking and for coffee"
Dr. Elizabeth Durham heads the
home economics department at
Central State College, Wilberforce,
Ohio."I prefer theCarnation brand
of evaporated milk for its delicious,
'creamy' goodnees," she says,"and

4 teaspoon salt
1
/
4 teaspoon pepper
1/
2cups (large can) undiluted
/
11
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK

2cups(4 oz.)cut dried beet
/
11
2 cup diced celery
1
/
V4 cup diced green pepper
2tablespoons chooPed pimiento
2chopped hard-cooked eggs
Blend butter, floor, salt, and peppy
together in saucepan over low heat until
smooth. Gradually add undiluted Carnation. Continue etirrfeg until thickened
and smooth.

sively for smooth cream sauce dishes like creamed chipped beef."(Recipe at right.) A special method of
evaporation removes only water
—slowly, at low temperature. This

Brown nosed end weil-drairted dried
beef in iron skillet. Add celery, green
pepper, pimiento, eggs and Carnation
cream sauce. Serve over toast or welldrained cooked rice.

low-heat method gives today's
right
Carnation the consistency of cream,
my students see the difference
away. We cook with Carnation, with % the fat calories. Carnation
in the red and white can is the
whip it, use it like cream for our
coffee. And I use this brand exclu• world's favorit• brand, by far.
"frovi CVO NINO/ 08•01P"
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degrees. Left to right: Benjamin Ward, Jr., a mathematic
major of 730 Walker Ave.,
will attend North Carolina
college at Durham; Jake C.
Kelley, a chemistry major of
2003 Corry Ave., will do
graduate work at Tuskegee

SEEK HIGHER DEGREES—
Four members of LeMoyne
college's
1960
graduating
class have been awarded
assistantships to
teaching
graduate schools where they
will study for the master's

Institute; Darnell L. Thomas
of 706 Lucy Ave., will study
special education at University of Illinois, and Ronald B.
Anderson of 1213 E. Trigg
Ave., a mathematics major,
will enroll at University of
Southern California.

a friendly country with a
flavor all its own. In an attempt to bring about a better
understanding between America and Cuba, a group of
American and Cuban beauties, riding a special Amer.

INVITED BEAUTY — Cuba,
We country, which is top
news these days, is making
a sounder kind of progress in
the annals of democracy,
which is being less publicized.
Contrary to reports, Cuba is

lean and Cuban Goodwill
float, toured Havana recently
to aid the cause of goodwill
between the countries. The
we re invited
Americans
guests of the Cuban Tourist
Commissions.

MR AND MRS. EARL
MIMMS are seem immediately following the brilliant
wedding which united the
couple at Mt. Nebo Church
on Saturday, May 28, Mrs.

Israeli Plane Damages Egyptian MIG 17

Ike Returns From Holiday Weekend Visit

— A French-built Israeli
JERUSALEM, Israel —
super Mystere jet fighter was credited Tuesday with damaging an Egyptian Mig 17 over the Negev Desert last Thursday.
The Egyptian plane last was seen heading home, afire,
with fragments falling earthward
A film of the dogfight, in Which four Egyptian Mies and
two Israeli super Mysteres took part, was shown during an
Israeli Army briefing. The film was taken from a synchronized
camera in the Israeli pilot's cockpit.

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Eisenhower drove back
to the White House Monday after a long Memorial Day weekend with his family at his Gettysburg. Pa., farm.
Before leaving, the President and First Lady helped their
oldest granddaughter, Barbara Anne, celebrate her 11th birth-

r

Jewish Festival of Shavuos Commences
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Jewish Festival of Shavuos,
also known as the Feast of Weeks, began at sunset Tuesday.
Shavuos is celebrated 50 days after the start of the Passover. In Biblical times, it was an agricultural festival, hearlding the appearance of the first fruits following the spring
planting.
During the past century, the holiday has assumed special
Importance for Reform Jews and some conservative congregations as the occasion for confirmation services for boys and
girls who have completed elementary religious education.

Red China Signs Outer Mongolia Treaty
TOKYO — (UPI) — The Communist radio reported Tuesday that Red China has signed a friendship treaty with Outer
liongolia—Russia's original satellite—and an economic-aid
pact providing for a 200-million-ruble loan.
A Peiping broadcast said the two treaties were signed in
Ulan Bator, the Outer Mongolian capital, by Premiers Chou
En-Lai of Red China and Umjayin Tsedenbal of Outer Mongolia.
In addition to the long-term loan in Russian currency
(Nominally worth about 20 million dollars), the aid agreement
binds Red China to help the Mongolians build "industrial enterprises, water conservation projects and public utilities."

They drove to the farm Thursday afternoon. Rainy weather
kept the President off the golf course for a good part of the
weekend, but he did manage to get in 27 holes on Friday.

Nimms is the former Miss
Bettye Hunter, daughter of
Mrs. Willia Francis Hunter
Mimms is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Mimms, Sr.

SKATING PARTY — Cecil at a recent skating party at
T. Mitchell, left, and Dewey the Hippodrome Roll-A-Rink
Carruthers lend their support for Geeter high students.
to Miss Joyce Davis, "Miss Messrs Mitchell and CarruGeeter High School" Queen.

Indonesia To Return 76 Japanese Dead

Losing Signal From U. S. Satellite

TOKYO — (UPI) — Indonesia will return the remains of
76 Japanese soldiers to Japan as a goodwill gesture in connection with the scheduled state visit this summer by Indonesian President Sukarno, the Japanese Government announced.
Included will be the remains of Lt. Gen. Tetsuzo Nakajima.
Japanese military administrator of Java during the Japanese
occupation of Indonesia in World War II.

MANCHESTER, England — (UPI) — Scientists at Jodrell
Bank radio telescope station said they expect to lose contact
with America's sun satellite in a few weeks because its solar
batteries apparently have sprung a leak.
The satellite, Pioneer V, is 14 million miles in space on
a path toward the sun. Scientists had hoped to track it for a
distance of 90 to 100 millinn miles. But their estimate was reduced to 20 million miles.
Professor A. C. B. Lovell, director of the tracking statio
said loss of contact will not materially affect success of th
operation. Its major targets already have been achieved, he
said.

Tornadoes Kill 3,100 In 10 Year Span

NEW YORK — (UPI) — About 3,100 persons lost their
lives in tornadoes, hurricanes and floods in the United States
GENEVA — (UPI) — British and Soviet scientists appar- during the last 10 years, according to the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company.
ently have reached preliminary agreement on a research proTornadoes accounted for about 1,400 deaths and hurricanes
gram to perfect detection of underground nuclear explosions, and floods each were responsible
for about half of the remaininformed sources have said.
.
ing deaths, the company has announced.
The scientists, who have been working together since May
11 despite the collapse of the Paris Summit Conference, were
to make a progress report on their efforts Tuesday.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI) — A Fort Campbell, Ky.,
Although no details of their work were available, informed
sources said they would ask the three nuclear test ban nego- soldier who had taken his family on an outing discovered Sunday that his young son and daughter had drowned when he
tiators for new instructions, an indication that so far they have
pulled in his son's body on a fishing .line.
solved their technical differences.
"At first I thought I had a fish and started reeling it in,"

Say Scientists Reach Nuclear Agreement

Thurman H. Jenner, 34, said, "but it was very heavy and I
began to think it was a log or a branch.
"When it was about three feet away, I saw it was my boy.
"I reached down and grabbed an arm. My wife got hysterical."
Jenner, of Truman, Ark., had taken his wife and children
on an outing at West Fork Creek and was fishing while his
wife prepared lunch and the children, Robert, 11, and Sharon,
10, played.

TOKYO — (UPI) — The Opposition Socialists met in
emergency convention Monday to formalize an anti-American
campaign which they hope will prevent President Eisenhower's
scheduled visit here.
More than 400 members of Japan's second party gathered
to demand the withdrawal of America's U-2 reconnassiance
planes from Japan. assail the U. S.-Japanese Security Treaty
and denounce the President's visit as "inappropriate."
Party chairman Inejiro Asanuma opened the convention
with an announcement that the 125 Socialist members of the
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Actor H erbert Marshall, 69.
House of Representatives will carry out their threat to resign, disclosed Monday he secretly wedded his fifth wife, Mrs. Dee
hoping to force Premier Nobusuke Kishi out of office before Anne Kahmann 38, on April 23 in the chambers of Superior
Eisenhower's scheduled arrival June 19.
Judge LeRoy Dawson in downtown Los Angeles.
This Sunday (June 5) Christians will celebrate the 1,930th
The actor's fourth wife, actress Boots Mallory, died nearly
anniversary of "r-e Birthday Of The Church."
two years ago.
The observance is known as Pentecost, from a Greek word
BRUNSWICK, Ga. — (UPI) — A 40-story tall balloon
meaning 50 days after Christ's resurrection, when the Apostles
received the gift of the Holy Spirit and went forth to begin the carrying a 1,600-pound payload traveled through the stratoSINGAPORE — (UPI) — Singapore millionaires have been
bold preaching missions which carried the gospel into every sphere at 120,000 feet Monday in search of information on
urged to hire bodyguards and install radio transmitters in their
corner of the Roman empire within a comparatively few years. cosmic rays.
cars as a precaution against kidnaping.
The sky-scraper balloon was launched as "Operation SkyBecause it recalls an era when all Christians were "of one
Five Chinese millionaires have been kidnaped thus far this
mind and one spirit," Pentecost is a traditional time for taking hook" f rom the Glynco Naval Air Station Sunday morning to year. Three were released after paying heavy ransoms, one
stock of the present divided state of the church, and of the gather data on the mysterious rays which pose a problem to
was killed and the other is still missing.
efforts that are being made to restore its unity.
manned space flight.
If the payload is recovered according to plan, it will be
distributed to scientists of 13 nations for analysis and evaluaLOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Swedish maid Marie Anne
tion of the high energy cosmic ray particle traces.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — (UPI) — The U-2 spy planes that
Lidholm's $100,000 assault suit against Dr. R. Bernard Finch
flew over the Soviet Union in the past year brought back pichas been postponed until Sept. 21 to give time for retrial of
tures showing the Russians constructed 61 new missing bases,
Finch and his girlfriend on charges of slaying his wife.
radio commentator Frank Edward said Tuesday.
Superior Judge J. F. Moroney said in setting the new time
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Muscovites showed with tears, bravos
Edwards said the information was given the Senate Foreign and flowers last night that pianist Van Cliburn is one American that the second murder trial of Finch, 42, and Carole Tregoff,
Relations Committee yesterday by Allen Dulles, head of the production they still approve.
23, probably would be over by September. The couple's trial
Central Intelligence Agency. He said he learned of the secret
The curly haired Texan's second concert at fschaikovsky starts Monday.
testimony from a high government source.
Miss Lidholm, 19, was a key state witness at the first trial
Conservatory drew a packed hall of mainly enthiullastie bobbyDulles was reported to have told the Committee that the soxers, az did his first Moscow concert in two tears Friday which ended in a hung jury. She charged in her suit she sufferU-2 flights, now discontinued since one was downed May 1, night.
ed head injuries July 18 when Finch admittedly slammed her
disclosed 16 bases for Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
Spectators jammed the balcony and stood along the walls to head against agarage wall shortly before his wife was shot.
(ICBM) and 45 ground to air missile sites.
hear the pianist they "discovered" when he won the Tschaikovsky International Concert here in 1958.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Former New York Sen. Herbert
H. Lehman said Monday he favored a Democratic ticket of
PARIS — (UPI) — Brigitte Bardot disclosed Tuesday her
Adlai Stevenson for President and Sen. John F. Kennedy of
husband, Jacques Charrier, is taking a deep sleep treatment
Massachusetts for Vice President.
M
Richard
Vice
WASHINGTON
—
(UPI)
—
President
for a serious nervous condition in a hospital near Paris.
The 82-year-old former New York Governor told a gather"He is very sick," said the actress, who received newsmen Nixon and the three active Democratic presidential candidates
ing
of Brooklyn Democrats that he had not made up his mind
was
election"
issue
of
that
the
Monday
"the
real
1960
agreed
with her latest director, Georges Clouzot, on the set of a new
until
a few days ago as to whom he would support for the
threat
the
Communist
nation
in
face
of
lead
the
the
who
should
movie they are filming.
But, as expected, the Vice President indicated that election Presidency and Vice Presidency.
Charrier has suffered from a nervous disorder ever since
"I have been watching developments in the pre-convention
his buddies kidded him roughly about Brigitte's charms when of a Republican was advisable — and Sens. Lyndon B. Johnson
campaign with great interest," Lehman said. "On the basis
(Mo.)
Kennedy
(Mass.)
and
Symington
John
F.
(Tex.),
Stuart
he entered the Army last fall.
of his conduct in the primaries and of the positions he has
agreed to disagree with Nixon.
The four Presidential hopefuls, along with Sen. Barry Gold- taken on various public issues, I have now decided that I
water (Ariz.), spokesman for the GOP conservative wing, and personally want to see Jack Kennedy on the national ticket."
LONDON — (UPI) — Russian Author Boil. Pasternak
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.), who withdrew as a canprobably left more than a million dollars in the West in royaldidate, were interviewed in a copyrighted magazine.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Atomic pioneer Leo Szilard
ties from "Dr. Zhivago," the book mainly responsible, for his
says that if the world is to escape the horror of nuclear war
Nobel Prize, it was reported Wednesday.
the nations must agree "to get rid of the bomb" or reach "a
Pasternak died Monday night at his residence outside Moscow without ever trying to get a penny of it. The Soviet GovANCHORAGE, Alaska — (UPI) — President Eiscuixiwer meeting of the minds" on how to live with it.
Dr. Szilard said "we have not made much Progress in
ernment prohab'y would have blocked him if he had.
may play golf when he comes to Alaska next week — and if
The London Daily Telegraph quoted a spokenman for the he does, some of the Secret Service men may spend some time either direction" so far. But he predicted that the United
States "will be forced" to choose between one of these alternaBritish publlOin 7, firm of Collins as saying that British royal- shooting Moose off the Fairways,
ties on the book, which was banned in Russia, amounted to
Eisenhower will arrive here for his first visit to Alaska as tives "during the term of office of the next President."
"Either decision,/ Szilard said, "might be better than no
10544,010. Royalties in the United States were higher, the spokes- President, June 12. Plans call for Fken'-ower to depart from
decision."
man said.
his plane at noon at Elmendorf Air Force Base.

Herbert Marshall Takes 5th Wife At 69

1,930th Pentecost To Be Noted Sunday

Balloon Soars High For Cosmic Ray Info

Urge Guards For Singapore Millionaires

$100,000 Suit Delayed In Finch Trial

U-2 Flights Show 61 New Soviet Bases

Russians Cheer Pianist Van Cliburn

Lehman Favors Stevenson And Kennedy

Brigitte's Hubby Under Medical Care

Presidential Hopefuls Agree On Red Peril

Say Pasternak Book Made $1 Million

'World Must Get Rid Of Bomb' --Szilard

Ike To Play Golf On Alaska Excursion

•

Flemming Vindicates Drug Probers

Son, Daughter Drown On Fishing Trip

Japan Socialists Map Anti-U. S. Campaign

thers are teachers
at the
school. Miss Davis is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
K. Davis.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.)
and his staff investigating the drug industry had new heart as
a result of what they con)Sidered vindication by Health Secretary Arthur S. Flemming':
Kefauver, one of the capitol's most-publicized but oft-criticized investigators, smiled when Flemming announced that
be was ordering an investigation of charges that the Food
and Drug Administration had fallen down on its job.

U. S., Reds Deny Advising Powers
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The State Department and the
Russian embassy both denied having advised the father of
Francis G. Powers, American spy plane pilot held in Russia,
to cancel his proposed visit with his son in the Soviet Union.
The department said it had "given no instructions whatsoever" to the elder father, Oliver G. Powers, who lives in Pound,
Va. A spokesman said the. department was prepared to issue
a passport.to him as soon as he applied.
The Soviet embassy likewise disclaimed any responsibility
for the midnight telephone call the elder Powers said he go
advising him to cancel his plans.

UN Troops In Korea On Exercise

•

SEOUL — (UPI) — United Nations command- forces in
Korea have embarked on a series of alert training exercises,
it was announced Sunday.
The U. N. command said the alert exercises began Saturday for the purpose of maintaining continued readiness of U. N.
forces in Korea.
It said the alerts will be conducted without warning. It
gave no indication whether they were connected with the
present strained international situation.

Ike Joins School Chums At Reunion
WEST POINT, N. Y. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower flew
here Saturday to join his cadet-days comrades for a weekend
of nostalgia at the 45th reunion of West Point's star-studded
class of 1915.
Accompanied by a group of old classmates, he took off in
the presidential transport Columbine III from Washington.
Their weekend get-together included a reunion supper of the
famed 1915 class which has been nicknamed "the class the
stars fell on" because so many of its members became generals.

Herter Raps Nikita's Blast of Ike
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Secretary of State Christian it4)
Herter asserted that Premier Nikita Khrushchev's "ill tempered attacks" and "vilification" of President Eisenhower were
made in an effort to cover up the fact that the Soviet leader
was responsible "for the destruction of the Paris summit conference."
Herter, in statement released by the State Department's
press office, said "I deplore the degradation of the standards
of International relations which he Khrushchey is attempting
D
bring about."
to brig

Powers'ad Delays Soviet Trip
POUND, Va. — (UPI) — Oliver Powers dropped his plans
Saturday for an immediate trip to Russia to see his son, captured U-2 spy pilot Francis Powers, after receiving a midnight
phone call.
Powers, 55-year-old operator of a shoe repair shop, said
his decision was prompted by "outside advice" about his son's
life and welfare. He would not elaborate.

Stars' Attorney Suffers Heart Attack
LAS VEGAS — (UPI) — Famed Hollywood defense attorney „Terry Giesler was resting comfortable after his third heart
s .thanasa
73
attack hi
le
Giesler.
stricken
year
Friday night at the Sands Hotel
and taken to Southern Nevada Memorial hospital. His physicia
Dr. Ivan M indlin, said the attack was "mild" and Giesler w
expected to be released from the hospital Sunday.
The attorney for such stars as Rudolph Valentino, Errol
Flynn and Marilyn Monroe, suffered his first attack in June,
1950.

•
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niors Set Capricious Pace In 'Great Calaxies'

,

250 Pe 07 s Spark Show
Set At Raicksonit, Pace
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'

By ALBERTA MYERS
(Youth Editor)
• THE "SENIOR VARIETIES'.production held .at Hyde Park high
school last week was everything the name implies. Btimming with high
stepping chorus lines, calypso acts, modern jazz numbers plus the top
favorite dance that is now sweeping the country, 'The Madison,' the cast,
which included more than 250 students, went all out to make "Great Galaxies" the top hit show of the season.
• UNDER THE DIRECTION of the capable Vernon B. Duncan, well
known choreographer and teacher at Hyde Park high, the "Seniors of 60"
gave their all to the show which was held in the school's auditorium, 6220
Stony Island ave. Everything was in orbit from the rising of the curtain
until it rang down amid thunderous applause. Proceeds from the performances held for two nights went to the school.

•
-..

• "CHEERLEADERS' CAPERS" (photo top left) was one of the delightful highlights of the show and pointed up the capabilities of (left to
right) Joan Greenwald. Keike Tajii and Marvinia Randolph. "Little Brown
Gal" authentically danced by (left to right) Helen Nishio, Nikki Komatsu,
Lum Gross, Barbara Tsukamoto and Helen Lee. (Photo center right). This
number was expertly executed.
• "GUN SMOKE"—.-a rootin' tootin' gun-totin' number (photo center
left) was performed by Patricia Baker, Marvinia Randolph, Renee' Perry,
Lynn Smith, Jewel Slaughter, Janice Taylor, Gwen Miller and Rose King.
A BATON DRILL titled "Peter Gun" was carried out by Searcy Raspberry
and Patricia Wright (photo bottom right) to the delight of the packed
audience which enjoyed every moment of the show. (Photos by Bobby
Sengstacke).
• THE "60 VARIETIES," a treasure of entertainment for the huge
audience, included such numbers as the Beatnik Dance titled "Sick" and
featured Leighton Jackson, Keiko Tajii, Frank Graves, June Jefferson,
Tyrone Brown, Sandra Turner, Ann Reiwitch, Clorse Golliday and Ed Blum.
"Saber Dance" turned spotlight on talents of Raymond Douglas, Jerry Lazar and David Morris. Impressionist Carolyn Strong did a wonderful imitation of Pearl Bailey.
• MEMBERS OF THE CHORUS included Barbara Tsukamoto, Lydia
Harris, Donna Davis, Sharon Jacobs, Theda Pearson, Beverly Matthews,
Roxanne Robinson, Carolyn Stanford, June Jefferson, Karen Sue Stout,
Peggy Kamp, Sandra Turner, Donald Parker, Tony Griffin, Clorse GoIliday, Albert Sullivan, Kirk Kirksey, Alfred Boone, Willie Louden and Leroy
Anderson.
40 "GREAT GALAXIES" revolved into a night of high entertainment
with 250 stars sparkling along the 'milky-way' of fun and frivolity for
schoolmates, parents, teachers and friends lucky enough to get tickets to
the show. We add our congratulations to the others extended to performers and director. Our comment? ORCHIDS.
•
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SOCIETY

Merry
Go-Round
• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

WACO, Tex.—At the 88th commencement of Paul Quinn col28 candidates received degrees. Invocation was given by
Dr. L. H. McCloney, and music
was furnished by the a capella
choir under the direction of
Prof. James L. Elkins.
Rev. G. K. Tomkies read the
Old Testament Scripture; Rev.
B. F. Stewart read the New
Testament Scripture. Bishop W.
F. Ball presented the commencement speaker, Rt. Rev.
Francis Gow. Dean H. L. Burks
presented the candidates for
graduation to Dr. John H. Adams who conferred degrees on
them
Receiving bachelor of arts
degree were Clarence S. Bass,
Jr., Ruth Dolorez Fulbright; Albert L. Dunn, Dorothy Nell
Solomon,
Bachelor of Science degrees—
Anderson Evans, Jr., Charles
Edward Salters, Donald Dean
Lofton, Edward Earl Babies,
Sara Delores Bailey, Davis Edmonson, Saul C. Elliott, James
E. Miller, Doris Revs Will- "QUEEN" — Mrs. Alma Moriams, Willie Frank Williams, ris of 101 Alaska
it.,
was
Octavie Vaudine Cornish Bush, crowned Queen of the La-Rita
Nadine Cynthia Jackson, Shir- Social club recently at the
ley Jean Tippens, Elza Marie club's eleventh annual Evening
Moldoe,
Autrie Whitfield of Charm held at the Flamingo
Holmes, Janis Christine Ban- Room.
don, Birdie N'letoris Watson,
Barbara Jean Weaver, James
R. Anderson, Geneva Evelyn
Bonner, Melvin Brown, Benard
0. Holmes, Mercy Dee Keller
and Mary Ruth Price.

P.146•11•1111B• •a•aisa•aa••ass,
1
Sunday, in Memphis, May 29, Montclair, New Jersey will enter
was indeed a stellar day . . . Fisk university.
dotted with scores of bac- Honorary Members of the
calaureate services of all of club, those who have graduated
the city's high schools and two from high school who will atlarge wedding receptions, t h e tend the event are Misses Carol
latter events complimenting Ann Letting, former president,
recently married couples, Mr who attends the University of
and Mrs. Harrison Austin, Sr., Southern Illinois; Danese Hanshe. the former Miss Fairy cock, who attends Xavier uniPetton . . . and Mr. and Mrs. versity, and Crystal Strong,
Joltnnie Johnson, the bride, the who attends the University of
foriner Miss Dorothy Ewell.
Buffalo. Jean Latting, associate
The eve before heralded the member, will be home from
smart wedding reception of Oakwood Prep in time for the
the former Miss Martha Ander- dinner also.
son and Cornelius House, who Jacqueline Brodnax is chair- NEW MEMBERS of the Co• Etta President is Miss Sylvia don, Rick! McGraw and Elisa- and Mrs. A. %. Letting is cowere feted by Mr. and Mrs. man of the affair. Other Co Ette Club, Inc., were honor- Williams, seated. The new beth Prudent. Miss. Erma Lee sponsor. (Staff
photo
by
Norris Walter, Mrs. House's Ettes a r e Sylvia Williams, ed at a recent tea at Bruce members (from left) Misses Laws is sponsor of the Mem- George Hardin)
brother-in-law.
and
sister
president, Ann Burford, Joan Hall, LeMoyne college. Co- Yvonne Owens, Carolyn Bran- phis chapter of the Co-Ettes
•*•
Hargraves, Elizabeth Prudent,
We were part of the capacity Geraldine Gray, Yvonne Jordan,
audience at Metropolitan Bap. Betty Phillips, Paulette Brinktist church, scene of the Manas- ley, Jana Davis, Yvonne Owens.
sas. high school vesper service, Annie Ruth Phillips, Carolyn
where the guest speaker was Brandon, Eleanor Faye Wildymmic and challenging Bish- liams and Ricki McGraw.
Ford, Miss Deloree
The Delinonte Social club met Miss Tony
op % Bertrand Doyle of Louis- Mrs. Edward ( Mary Agnes)
Mary Johnson,
Miss
Brooks,
recently at the home of Mr. and
ville, Ky., who delivered a Davis, Founder of the Co-Ette
Adaeir, and Miss,
Graddie
Miss
st.
Brown
2178
Butler,
Mrs. Taff
challenging address to the 246 Club, Inc., who lives in Detroit,
TALLAHASSEE — Franklin
Bland.
President is Mrs. Mary Rankin. Georgette
graduates about the Manes- has coordinated several teenmajoring in inNorris was crown- The Bell Mount social club Turner, a junior
Joyce
Miss
sities of the tribes of Isreal age clubs in Detroit to work
education
from Miami,
dustrial
the
at
meeting
last
held
its
ceremony
ed Queen Osirisin at a
and its portents to today's for the United Negro College
student asis
employed
as
a
1083
Barbara
Ray,
Miss
of
held in the dining room of Chess home
young people who are entering Fund which is also the National
sistant in the Office of Public
are:
club
of
the
Officers
Argle.
Lois
Mrs.
week.
last
the manstream of life, in gath- Project of the Co-Ette Club. "School's Out" is a happy at the beautiful mansion of the Blue Note
Relations at Florida A&M uniDodson is first alternate. Other Miss Anita Stibling, pres. Miss versity.
ering 'wood from the mountain.' Inc., Mrs. Davis is director of phrase for the youngsters as Qultins of Greenwood ave.
Annie Hatch, secretary; Miss
Sherbie
Miss
are:
members
It was a message which should Youth Activities of the Detroit well as the teachers as vaca- Saturday climaxed the affairs
Banis, Mrs. Arnett Racking, treasurer; and
never be forgotten considering branch of the UNCF, this youth tion starts. After a hard year with the grand ball in the Ball- Gunn, Mrs. Carrie
Henry, Miss Beverly Beasley, reporter.
Artie
Mrs.
Floyd,
Geneva
Its timely and appropriate group sponsored a Success of work, teachers in the Jack- room of Hotel Sheraton with
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
WilMrs.
Harvey,
Emma
corollary to a school named benefit for the UNCF last week son City System were shown music by Charlie Spivak. The Mrs.
lie Braxton. Mrs. Flora Sim"Everybody Likes 'Em"
Manassas.
Mrs. Davis was also chairman they were appreciated on last Bells were special guest of Dr mons and Mrs. Bettye StansTALLAHASSEE
—
Miss
Kay
Clairborne.
Smelted — Size 13 t• 30 Pounds
L.
Nicker,
Mrs.
D.
Reel
Friday
night
when
they
were
and
PEYTON-HARRISON
of the Women's Division of the
Frances McKinnon, JacksonAt the reception that honored NAACP Freedom Dinner which entertained with a special feast This eeek, Dr. and Mrs. Bell bury.
Two Veer Old Country Nome
tIle per Lb.
Slit Month Old Country Nemo
IllOe per Lb
Mr. and Mrs. Austin, the scores was quite successful in Detroit. by the Jackson Parent-Teach- will leave for Nashville, Tenn.. The Tennessee Social club met ville. recently won the UBEA
Ono Yes, Old Country Moms
RIte per Lb.
of guests were a good cross Miss Erma Lee Laws is er Council in the Merry high to attend the State Dental As recently at 360 I Driver, the Award of merit for outstanding
Three Tow Ohl Country Nome
............
10 per Lb.
home of Mrs. Jessie Brown. achievement in business edusection of deeply-rooted Mem- Sponsor of the Memphis Co- school cafeteria. Special honors sociation Meeting.
Roil Country Miekery Smoked Strosotm (3 to 4 Lb tegs).. Si. per Lb
pidgins who called to extend Ettes and Mrs. A. A. Letting is went to the four principals of A grand reunion It was for Some of the members are: Mrs. cation at Florida A. & M. UniLoon Nlekory Smoked @aeon 14 to 10 Lb Slob)
1Se per Lb.
felicitations to the happy pair. Co Sponsor.
the City with C .N. Berry, prin- the James Spann family last Elizabeth Bailey, Mrs. Jessie versity.
Sliced Country Nam
$1.311 4“141 $1.51eer Lb
and
Brown.
Mrs.
Mary
Buford,
The award consists of a
We were extremely glad to J-U-G'S CLOSE SEASON
PLUS /MAGI)
cipal of Merry high as honored week when all the children were
year's professional membersee Mrs. Virginia Greaves of Mrs. William 0. (Gerri) guest.
here. They include Dr. Freda- Mrs. Sammie LeCarter.
WE SNIP COD OR SEND CHICK—GUARANTEID (1000 01011
The Slumhertte social club ship in the United Business
Brooklyn, N. Y., the former Little was hostess to the "This Is Your Life" was very rick Spann of Los Angeles
Miss Virginia (Sugar) Dortch, J-U-G's, Inc., at their last meet- vividly given by V. J. Gilmore Calif., Rev. Paul Spann and held their annual fashion and Education Association, a speformer registrar at LeMoyne ing of the season in her beauti- who cited important events in Tyson Spann of Ann Arbor, tea recently at the YMCA. The cial simulated leather binder
Motel Phone, VI 2-0132: Business Phone, VI 2-1141
college, who attended with her ful French Provincial style Principal Berry's life. Gifts Mich., and Mrs. Adaliah Gil- show was narrated by Miss containing current issues of
On Bypass 31-VO Route, 211 let 1t., Bowling Green, Ky.
Joan
Golden
from
Radio
Station
the
BUSINESS
aunt, Miss Jessie Gwyn, who home in Lakeview Gardens. imrePE)
EDUCATION
more of Jackson. Also in
Resilience Menet, VI 24152
informed us that she will, in The Provincial theme is carried
family circle was the WLOK. Some of the models FORUM, a national professional
great
all probability, return to Mem- Out in the lovely furnishings were presented to the honored sister of Mr. Spann, Mrs. Butler were Miss Marylan Brownlee, magazine for business teachers.
guest along with principals; M.
phis to make her home next of the home.
of St. Louis, Trio. and another
year. For details of the recep- The petite hostess was quite D. Merriweather, 0. C. Cole sister, Mrs. Jennie Butler of
tion, please note the story charming as she received her and J. L. Davis. Also cited for Bemis, Tenn. A big streak of
which appears elsewhere in guests in capri pants. Cock- her activities in PTA. work happiness came to Mr. Spann,
was the outgoing president of
this edition.
tails and dinner was served Lincoln PTA., Mrs. Laverne who has been ill for over two
•••
buffet style. There was much Bledsoe.
years.
NATAL PARTY
about the first
discussion
Many close friends of "Paul"
Jesse Eugene King of 1275 chapter outside to be incor- The newly elected president who is now The Rev. Spann
Pennsylvania gave a lovely porated with the club which will Is Mrs. Mettle B. Darnell. Al- turned out Sunday at 11:00 a
party on his birthday recently be in Winston Salem, North so at the guest table were Mrs. m. service at Berean Baptist
. . . using a color scheme of Carolina. This will take place Mary F. Adams, president of church to witness the first serwhite, yellow and pink combin- In October, when the Memphis Merry high PTA.; Mrs. Ellen mon Rev. Spann has preached
ed in floral decorations RD J-U-G's will trek to Winston Smith, president of South Jack- in Jackson. We all wish for
crystal bowl, candelabra and Salem to install the chapter. son PTA; and George Maxie, him much success.
betted tapers to cast a soft Other items of interest discuss- president of Washington-Doug- Mrs. Docia Southern has re
flew on the dining table scene ed was the "Around The World las PTA. President of the Coun- turned to Jackson to her home
with its handseme cake.
Dance" the club will give in cil is Mrs. Juanita Bell. Hos- after spending several month
Guests enjoying the hospital- the Fall. Velma Lois Jones tesses for the occasion includ- away with her son and family
ity, of their genial host were will take a tour of eight ed Mesdames Doris Price,
Rev. Millard Southern why
Mr. and Mrs. Charles IL countries in Europe this sum- lie B. Cole and Ruth Dennis.
resides in Ilockford, Ill.
Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs. Elton mer. She will travel by Jet. The PTA Scholarship in the
COMING SOON
Brown, Mrs Onie Mae Hunt, Velma Lois will bring costumes amount of $200.00 went to Miss
you have been
I know
Mrs. Ells W. Brown, Mrs. from the different countries Patricia Dennis, a member of hearing of the "Glamorama."
Susie Hightower, Mrs. Georgia she will visit to the members this year's graduating class at Monday, June 13 at 8:00 p. m.
Hines, Mr. and Mrs. Cornell for the dance. Guests will dress Merry.
is the date set for this Hairstyle
Wolfe, Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. in costumes representing any SOCIALLY
and Fashion Revue at Merry
Bowen, Mrs. Ruby Owens, Mrs. country they choose.
Of social interest in Jackson high school, sponsored by the
Rosie Lee Hughes, Mrs. Lida
Other members of the .1-U-G's was the reception of Mr. and Jackson Cosmetology chapter.
Howell, Mrs. Louise dairies, are Erma Lows, president; Mrs. Alansan Porter, nee AlNo, 23. The Glamorama will
Mrs. Beatrice Jones, Mrs. Susie Mrs. Anderson (Jo) Bridges, fred& Martin, in their lovely
feature Miss Petits Bates.
Briggs, Mrs. Clara L. Jones, Marie Bradford, who will be home on Tanyard St. on last
noted International Model of
Spight,
Miss leaving soon for Boston uni- Sunday. Scores of friends
Willie
Mrs.
came St. Louis. Mo., Miss Bates, the
Bernice Dickerson, Mrs. Marie versity; Mrs. Horace (Sarah) and brought beautiful gifts
very talented model is a gradIfilmes, Mrs. Ruby Coleman, Chandler, Gwen Nash, who between the hours of 6 and
8:30
of the John Power's School
uste
Mra. Odessa Newton. Mrs. Wil- leaves this week for Washing- p. m. and got a chance to meet
Modeling and Charm in New
of
lie Mae Crenshaw, Mrs. Mary ton, D. C.; Mrs. Longino the groom who has formerly York City. Perita is bringing
Mathews, Mr. and Mrs. Arnett. (Helen) Cooke, who leaves foe lived in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
for your complete enjoyment
thrsch, Mr. and Mrs. Irish Nashville this week with Mr The couple will leave June 7
ten originals from her fabulous
Cullens;
husband Logino, who will at- for an extensive honeymoon to wardrobe collettion.
Mrs. Elizabeth Boston, Mr. and tend Tennessee State university; various points in Mexico and
A one day clinic is also
Mrs. Yancey Lloyd, Ulysses Mrs. Harold (Delores) Lewis the West Coast.
being offered, opened to all
Mattis
Polk,
H.
Griffin, Mrs.
and Mrs. Harry (Modean) Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Bell have licensed beauticians from 9 a.
Bridgeforth. Mr. and Mrs Thompson, who along with her just
returned from Chimp. m. to 5 p. m. Around the clock
Theodore Evans. Mr. and Mrs. children is joining Mr husband
where
they attended the demonstrations, each one difTeeey Chisem, Jr., Mrs. Katie In Birmingham
this week much
talked
about affairs giv- ferent. will be featured. IncludMepter, Raymond E. N I a I, where he is Staff Manager of
en by the famed Chicagoans. ed will be a charm hour from
Robert
Moirley,
Jr.,
Robert
the North Carolina Mutual
The swank events included the 3 to 4,30 p. m. The charm hour
Nteirley, Sr., William Holmes Insurance Company. there.
president's cocktail party on will be opened to all ladies
LeMOYNE ALUMNI
a-1 Miss Mary M. King.
Thursday
with Dr, and Mrs from 6 to 6 which will include
)
'TES GRADUATES
The LeMoyne college UsJoel
T.
Oliver
as host in the the who, when and where of
Herman Lusk, Jr. was host mni's reception for graduates
Tropical
Room
of
the Shcreton makeup. The show at 3:00 p.
following
given
luncheon
a
at
of the school followed coinHotel.
Friday,
the
Boulevvard m. will climax the day. There
the ..lanassas Vesper service. mencement ceremonies held
durhonering Miss Nathaniel and Istmeay. m ay 2e, and was !laid room of the hotel was the scene will be door prizes given
the
and
hour
of
the
dinner,
dance
charm
and
cockthe
ing
seniors
Griffin,
51 ss Bobbie J.
F in the College Commons.
p.
11:00
tail
hour.
Saturday
show
at
afternoon
the
and
of Manassas high school.
Serving as co-chairmen of
Special guests were Mrs. the reception were the well- was the fatminus poolside party through the courtesy of Klabor'sr
and Mrs. known Washburn twins. Mes- given by the secretary and vice Shoe Circle.
• ter
unia Lamphier, mothers of dames Myrtle Craford and president with Dr. and Mrs. OFF TO SCHOOL
(Dots)
es. Twenty-five oth Mildred Hodges. Active in William P. Quin and Dr. and Headed for school are Mrs.
the ti-e
Charism
J.
Runner
as
hosts
/Art
Ernestyne Ramey and
er puests included members of helping the twins to put over Mrs.
Marilyn Polk, both attending
the. same graduating class.
the reception were Mrs. Lettie
CO-ETTES
Letitia Poston, James Cowan, . . . and prouder parents than Columbia university in New
Gloria Lewers was hostess to Elmer Henderson, Mrs. falling) the Lewises would be hard to York; Mrs. M. L. Womack and
V. J. Gilmore, Tennessee A. & I.
the Co-Ette Club, Inc., when Somerville, Miss Barbara Wit. find.
they made plans for their son, Mrs. Susie Hightower, Mies A. C. Bridges will attend the 1. State university in Nashville;
Graduation Dance to be held at Eunice Carruthers, Miss Clarice graduate school at Tennessee Mrs. M. B. Davis, Miss Juanita
(Please Prim PI
Universal Cafeteria June 18. Sykes and James Sentileville. A. & L university this summer. Peoples and John Werthing at
T'le graduates are Carol Ann More than 200 wrong atAnd, with the presence of Indiana university and C. N.
Sennger, who was Salutatorian tended the colorful affair. •
June, weddings are the order of Berry at the University of
o' her class and will enter Refreshments for the neap tha day, and one of the bridal Tennessee. V. J. Gilmore is reF .ward university this Fall; tion were made possible by highlights will be the wedding cipient Of the stipened made
I understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every Wednesday and costs only
Marilyn Harris, who won $750 Taystee Bread through Arnold of Miss Peggy Ann White and possible by the National De15c per copy. Thank You.
In an essay contest to the and Associate*
Maurice Bullett. this Saturday few Act. Gilmore *sews
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept. cies Tri-State Defender,
(—lege of her choice, and MO CHIT (MAT
at Mississippi Avenue Christian science at Merry hijk7schooi•
le.t Fall in an oratorical con, Mr and Mrs. Harold Lewis church. June 11. The YADS
236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).
I, 0, will enter Alvenio college are now the prowl parents of Club feted the popular hride-to- LONDON — (UPI)—The way
in • Milwaukee and Chrystal a son. Harold. Jr., who was he with a lovely shower last to keep ahead of the ionises
T rpiey, an ass-,ciate member born ThursdaN. June 2. at the Saturday, which will be cover- was suggested today by David
who woe gradested with homes E. H. Crump hospital, who ed with other parties for Miss Bartlett in a letter to the Daily
from Monteltir high school in I weighed in at 6 lbs, 13/
1
2 ozs. White next week.
Telegraph.
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°North Rhodesia May
Ease Cafe Race Laws

•

a

Dear Mme Chante: I am sirous of meeting a nice man.
very interested in a lady be• He must be understanding with
tween 28 and 35 who is nice a nice disposition. I am 33, meand wants something in life. I dium brown complexion a n d
am 37, brownskin, weight 135 very shapely. I was once a modlbs. Would like her to weigh el. Miss Elizabeth "Babe"
between 160 and 170 lbs. I am Walker, 6013 S. State St., Chia nice gentleman—been on the cago, Ill.
•••
same job 13 years. Mr. S. W.
Jones, c-o Alton Battle, 1430 E. Deal Mme. Chante: I am a
bachelor, interested in finding a
68th St., Chicago 37,
•• •
nice wife — a lady between the
Dear Mme Chante: I notice ages of 30-35 weighing between
quite a few women my age and 120 and 130 lbs., fair in looks
older use your column and and must be sincere. Also a toy.
seem to meet friends. I am 45, er of outdoor sports. I am 45,
weigh about 145 lbs., brown- 6 feet tall, 170 lbs., brown eyes.
a good job and my hobskin, 5 feet, 2 inches tall, like Ha
hi-fl
all good clean fun, reading, bies are fishing, boating,
outboard moand
coloixments.
dancing, good shows and enjoy
tors Also swimming. If interhousekeeping. Will answer
ested, please send photo in first
questions of interested parties.
letter. Will answer all letters
Mrs. E. Harris, P. U. Box 379,
regardless of race or color. H.
Newport News, Va.
Smith, 3967 S. Drexel Blvd.,
•• •
Chicago 53, Ill.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
S. •
young man of 25. Would like
Mme
Chante: I have
Dear
very much to meet a real nice
column for
your
reading
been
young lady. I hope you can
I am interested in
help me. I am 25, weigh 165 sometime.
woman living
lbs, 5 feet, 10ki inches tall, a middle aged
5 feet, 6 inches
black eyes and black hair and in Chicago about
weighing about 140 lbs. One
said to be nice looking. I have tall
has an open mind and wilwho
a good job. All I need now is
ling to advance intelligently.
I
young
lady.
nice
would
a
Also quiet and settled enough
like for her to between 21 and
place to live.
24 years old, weighing between to make happy
do not
please
sincere,
not
If
120 and 130 lbs and about 5
bother to write. Mr. C. W., c-o
feet, 5 inches tall. I also would
like for her to live in Chicago. Mr. Jackson, 1219 S. Kedzie
Robert Mars, 8641 S. Wabash, St., Chicago 23, Ill.

NO •

112eiNe;freq-49, 0/Prof:Doodle
;
GIRLS...1115 AU.. RIGHT -tb BE
OUT FOR A L11--CLE- AIR
BUT LET'S Dc4,411 GET
CAQRAED AWAY/

U.S. Cities Howl
Over Nose Count

•••
Chicago 19, III.
•••
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
Dear Mme Chante: I am 22 handicapped man, 28 years old,
years old, 5 feet 3 inches tall, dark brownskin. Would like to
weigh 105 lbs. My hair is off meet a girl, intelligent, neat, Many cities presented today called an emergency session of
black in color and of medium pleasant personality, nice look that "we wuz robbed" by top officials to study the situale ngt h. I have dark brown inc. tidy, have some mcsical Uncle Sam's census takers.
tion. They started an all-out
eyes, also I have dimples. My tdomi — hut not necessary. All Some formally asked a re- drive to get everyone in San
the imposition of multi-racial- This last point is expected to complexion is a clear medium sower(' letters will be answer- count alter seeing preliminary Francisco
SALISBURY, Southern Rho- would obtain one.
counted,
sending
desia— (UPI)— Northern Rho- In Northern Rhodesia, how- ism has made them lose trade, provoke strong exchanges in brown. I attend the Catholic ed by return mail. Photo ex- figures released by the Census police and firemen out to check.
desia apparently intends to ever, the government is clear- be entitled to compensation. the council.
for uncounted persons. They
Church but, I am not as of yet change is desired. E. W. Bureau
maintain leadership in lowering ly moving ahead to a system
a Catholic. I enjoy sports, Whyette, 502 S. Starr, Burling. Others voiced deep concern dist:ibuted "I am Not Counted"
and started independent audits forms ,o libraries, schools and
racial barriers in the Federa- which would make it illegal
music of all kinds and life in ton, Iowa.
•. •
of
the nose count. They feared other places.
tion of Rhodesia by trying to tor cafe or hotel owners to forgeneral. I will give more comend the color bar in cafes and bid entry to anyone purely on
Dear Mme Chante: I am in- the effect an incomplete popula. San Francisco stands to lose
plete information on myself to
the grounds of color.
hotels.
those who write me in answer terested in corresponding with tion count would have on city two million dollars in state al-, •
full
recommendations
the
civic pride.
If
locations, even if the count Is
Indications are that legislato this letter and, will also send young gentlemen from all parts treasuries—and
of the country. I am interest- Dayton, Cleveland, and Cin. the same as in 1950, due to the '
tion will be introduced at the of the select committee are fola picture.
ciniiati, Ohio, are among those relative increases in other
Rhodesian lowed. the council will adopt
Northern
next
I am only interested in cor- ed in meeting a man 5 feet, 11
that
oi
inches or over, (I am 5 feet, worried about damage to city areas.
Legislative Council session to for anyone who believes
young
settled
with
responding
been discriminatpride. San Francisco and Deffdais and Chamber of
and
ambitious
10))
intelligent,
end the color bar. The council he or she has
men. Someone of a dependable
of
grounds
facing
the
members had figuramong
those
on
troit
are
ed
against
Commerce
life.
in
nicer
things
14.
session opens June
character. A man who has self- want the
loss in state and federal aid. ed the population would be arace or creed alone to lay a
24
of
the
be
between
must
He
Recommendations for such complaint before a special triin
in
and
himself
confidence
round 800,000, and the possibilNEV, YORK — (UPI) — One mental illness and health said his own capabilities. Regard- and 28. And must have a 12,627 HIKE
legislation were prepared by a bunal.
Director
ty
e
f
a
S
Dayton
of a loss came as a great
ity
2,460
involved
survey
the
less of race, and between the great deal of respect for reli- Charles W. Horlacher said "Oh, shock.
select committee last year. Re- This tribunal would first seek out of five Americans at one
reprewho
21,
over
Americans
was
he
22,
am
I
thought
the
church.
and
gion
Northanother
time or
ports from Lusaka, the
ages of 24-35 Preferably over
No," when he learnet the fig- Mayor
Miriani of
Louis
to settle the dispute through
sented a cross-section of the
ern Rhodesia capital, say the conciliation, but will be em- heading for a nervous break5 feet 7 inches tall, someone brownskin, medium length hair ure.; showed his city had grown Detroit said there is "Margin
surthe
of
Purpose
population
government is prepared to ac- -owered to invoke criminal down; one out of four had a
slightly on the tall slim side, and considered attractive. I en- by 12,627 persons over the last for error," although the city
vey, authorized by Congress in
joy softball, basketball, volley- 10 years, despite considerable was out not yet planning to
cept the recommendations and prosecution and the imposition problem foi which he thought
what with waist measurement not
coulo use professional help, 1955, was to determined
make them part of the coun- of fine,
over 35 inches. A high school ball and swimming. I would annexation of new territory. challenge the census count,
. if the attempt at con- he
their
of
have
Americans
and one out of seven got pro- opinion
try's law
with some kind of also like all correspondents to The Dayton population was Miriani assigned someone to
ciliation fails.
own mental health, and what graduate
Northern Rhodesia consistent- The select committee also fesssional help, according to a
or skilled trade. send a photo with their letter set at 256,499.
profession
check with schools, public utilithey do about their troubles.
ly has led the way toward end- reccommended that cafe and survey just released.
who
Someone
isn't afraid of and I'll do the same. I would
Mayor Anthony Celebrezze of ties and other places, as 'a':
findof the
summary
a
In
the
in
on
ing racial restrictions
very much like to hear from Cleveland said he was shocked "sort of audit" of the census; •
hotel owners, who can prove The joint commission
ings, the group said not many hard work, someone w it h
federation It was the first of
enough get-up and go to want young men in the service and to find out his city's population The Detroit population dropconcerned
too
are
Americans
the three Southern Rhodesia
Miss dropped 43,393 to 871,415, put- ped 170,955, or 9 per cent, :
tension, to get ahead in life. Prefer- young college students.
over "international
territories — the other two are
able someone whi is seriously May Fulton, 35558 Cottage ting the city's seventh place which will mean a loss of $8,•
and
extinction
atomic
ot
fear
Southern Rhodesia and Nyasathe anxious atmosphere of a interested in marriage at this Grove. Apt. 19, 2nd floor. Chi- ranking among the nation's 300,000 in distribution of state
land — to end the system of
cities in jeopardy. St. Louis aid.
time, someone who likes and cago 53, Ill.
troubled world "
passes for Africans.
•••
may take over seventh place
It said the reason for this is wants children. Someone with
of the tally.
because
Southern Rhodesia now is
a
am
I
unclear, but it may be due a sincere understanding of life Dear Mme Chante:
Mayor, Donald
moving toward the abolition of
very lonesome man. Would like Cincinnati
partly to the fact that most and human mistakes.
Compasses, with the intention of
persons are concerned more Please plan on exchanging to hear from ladies between Clancy and Chamber of
the
challenged
officials
merce
eliminating town passes as a
with "the realities of their im- photographs in first letters. the ages of 25 and 30. Color
Queen
first step.
mediate surroundings."
matter. I am census report that the
not
my
object
of
Since
does
wanting
the
race
or
20,000 persons to drop
While it is theoretically possiMoney and other material to correspond with men is for 5 feet, 9/
2 inches tall, medium City lost
1
ble for hotels and cafes in
considerations, or the lack of the purpose of marriage, those brown skin, weigh 164 lbs. Will the population to 841,396.
Southern Rhodesia to apply for
them, was called central to the not ready or sincere, please answer all letters and give Dayton also had a financial
ft
Com- GREENSBORO, N. C.—Mijilici
a multi-racial license, there is
happiness of 3 out of 10 per- don't write. Barbara Asberry more information when I hear worry. A Chamber of
!,4
the Jean F. Hayes, of Winston
if
said
official
merce
no pressure on them to do so.
sons interviewed, the commis- 54 Bowen Ave., Battle Creek, from someone. If not serious do
figures are correct, it will mean Salem, a senior at Bennett col.„
In the one case where such a
sion said But roughly the same Michigan
not answer. Henry Alexander,
to
loss of "millions and millions lege, is the recipient of the anlicense has been granted —
proportion said children were
541 E. 5th St., Los Angeles,
of dollars of business that nual faculty-staff scholarship'"
one of Salisbury's top hotels,
one of the primary sources of Dear Mme, Chante: I am de- Calif.
of $250 for 1960-61.
normally come here."
the Jameson —the license could
4
and
out
of
their happiness,
were This announcement was a
officials
Franciscr.
San
be granted only after the pas10 said marriage or family was
reported highly concerned over highlight of the annual Honors
sage of a special amendment to
the important source of their
Act,
Apportionment
the possibility that the city's Day program. Miss Hayes, a
the Land
happiness.
population may be down from foreign languages major, lives
which restricts Africans to cerOther findings included:
the 1950 figure of 775,357, al. with aa aunt in Greensboro.
tain limited areas in the main
Women are unhappier than
though census officials refuse The Belle Tobias Scholarship,
towns.
men, partly because "being
give a preliminary figure or awardea annually to the freshto
There is, at present, no intenmore introspective and aware
man considered to have made_
estimate.
tion on the part of authorities
some
suffer
they
themselves,
of
try
the most outstanding improveGUESSES
in Southern Rhodesia to
of the distress that usually ac- WASHINGTON — Maurice W. employe, John F. Peterson, a
in
Guesses are that the popula- ment during the year, went to“
and enforce multi-racialism
companies self analysis."
Coleman, Negro agricultural former laboratory aide in the tion will show a drop of from Miss Carolyn Wright of She4 1
hotelg.
cafes and
educatbetter
and
"Younger
agent of Bertie County, N. C., Department's Eastern Utiliza- 10,000 to 40,000 during the past by, N. C., a biology major, wird°
Such moves are left entirely
ed people are happier but
hotel
or
cafe
was valedictorian of her high '
individual
was presented a Superior Serv- tion Research and Development decade.
the
to
worry more then those who are
Award here by Secretary of Division just outside Philadel- Mayor George Christopher school class.
ice
owner, and there is no certainis
This
older or less educated."
wished to
Ezra Taft Benson. phia.
ty that. even ii he
because younger and better Agriculture
he
license,
mutti-racial
presentation was made Forty-one other awards for
stet a
educated persons have higher The
ceremonies on the Wash- length of service and 13 unit
expectations and aspirations, during
ington Monument G round s citations will be presented later
the commission said.
president DR. GARDNER C. TAYLOR, National Baptist Sunday
The study was made for the where 110 others also were hon- at the headquarters of the emJ. Milton Edelstein,
Fund- N. Y., pastor Concord Baptist School and Baptist Training Commission by the survey re- ored. Seven of these received ployes. One of thc unit awards
and
corporation
of Inlico
com- church, and member of New Union Congress, June 17-23, search center of the University awards for distinguished serv- is for distinguished service, and
ed Security Life Insurance
School Board, Pilgrim Baptist church, Buf- of Michigan. The full 444-page ice, 81 for superior service, and the others for superior service.
pany, announced the acquisition York Public
a preach- falo, N. Y. More than ROO report titled 'Americans View 22 for tenures of 40 years or Coleman, who has been with
from
company.
returned
Just
and
of James, Martin
He ministers are expected to at- Their Mental Health" will be more
Australia.
in
specializing
ing mission
the North Carolina Extension
an investment firm
lecturer in tend the four seminars.
published June 9 by Basic Among those in the latter Service for 19 years, received
seminary
Corchief
Is
Intim
by
Funds,
In Mutual
one
retired colored
group was
Books, Inc.
the Pastor's Conference of the
the Superior Service Award for
poration.
a number of important achievements relating to improved living standards for the farm peoALL. l'Gt14tEiki
ple of Bertie County.
i P01
90461E....1 PA
-TtAtS
00
sN'I‘AEN...
AY11-46
Pt
Over the past 19 years he has
OF
'TIRED
MIN 14.1'
helped colored farmers of the
county to increase their corn
yield from an average of only
24 bushels per acre to 56, thetr
tobacco from 978 pounds to
1,670, and their peanuts from
1,150 to 1,850 pounds per acre.
When Coleman began work in
the county, very few farmers
left. Colenase, who has bees ••
had hogs or cattle. Today, one- HONORED — MAl RICE W.
a
county agent for 19 years,
agent
agricultural
third of these farmers are pro- COLEMAN.
honored for helping to
ducing livestock for market. of Bertie County, N. C., is was
the standard pf Milts of
raise
receivIon
Washin
in
shown
enough
And they are .growing
his coals.
fruits and vegetables to keep ing his Superior Service the farm people
Agof
tary
Sec
from
(USDA
Award
ty.
Pbote)
gomarket
their own produce
20
vicuna» Ezra TA Beason,
ing year-round.
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Bennett Senior
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More Opportunities

Gifted Student
Set Test Date
For Teachers

'Unused Talen
Weakens U.S.A.

c)o

PETERSBURG, Va. — ProBOULDER, Colo. — Giftedj fortunate as to be born iito
spective teachers in this area
environ
favorable
culturally
Negro college students are bewill have an opportunity to take
ing given increased attention went?
the National Teacher Examinaas a result of a recent confer- It was made clear that this
tions on July 16, according to Dr.
ence at Southern university in was a problem which applied
Preston C. Johnson, director of
Baton Rouge.
as well to students from other
testing, who will supervise the
Racial discrimination, low- disadvantaged ethnic minorities
administration of the tests.
socio status, segregation and in the country, like so. nisn
• Application blanks and a bulcultural deprivation create spe:Americans, Appalachia,, Mounletin of information describing
cial problems for the Negro tain whites, American Imo-ds
registration procedures and concolleges, said John Hope Frank- and Puerto Ricans.
taining representative test quesIn a series of panels the con.
lin, noted Negro historian, in
tions may be obtained from Dr.
P. C. Johnson. Applications
an opening address to the con- ference heard suggestions for
must be mailed so as to be reference.
programs for such students
ceived by the director at VirThe problems and solutions which would be intellectually
ginia State College, no later than
were studied by educators from challenging rather than merely
June 15.
"remedial."
33 Negro colleges gathered at
Scores on the National Teacher
Honors programs, of the kind
Southern February 22-24.
Examinations are used by a
The report of the conference being developed throughout the
large number of school systems
has just been published in the country, were recommended RS
and teachers' education institutions throughout the country as
newsletter of the Inter-univer- tle best way to meet the curan aid in evaluating the qualifi.
sity Committee on the Superior rent need in the Negro colcations of prospective teachers.
THE TROJAN RIFLEMEN, rifle team. Left to right are: and Taylor A. Marrow, jr., Student which was co-sponsor
HONORS PROGRAMS
of St. Emma Military Acad- Joseph D. Patton, Ill., Spar- Princeton, N. J. At right is of the conference. It includes 1eg
Honors programs are possi- TRIAL SITE — NAACP Ex- was one of 18 expelled from
emy, at Powhatan, Va., re- tanburg, S. C., Heywood M. team's meek, Brig. Gen. the full text of Franklin's adble everywhere, said J. W. Co- ecutive Secretary Roy Wil- Southern University. He was
cently completed a second Thompson, jr., Richmond (Ret ) Kenneth W. Haas. St. dress.
NAACP
bight) successful year of rifle Va.; James R. Johnson, jr., Emma is America's only
SUPPRESSION OF TALENT hen, Director of the ICSS. kins points to Baton Rouge, recently named to
staff.
Mr.
Office
National
disturb
competition. Shown above are Columbia, N. C.; Curtis J. military academy for Negro
them
with
"S
the
tart
best
current
of
site
La.,
Characterizing the suppressit-in Wilkins assured him of As- KEOKUK
the small bore (caliber .22) Doucette, Baton Rouge, La., Boys of high school age.
of
trial
aim
at
and
peace"
students
available
the
ing
'ion of Negro talent as a major
By M. CULPEPPER
leader Donald T. sociation's full support.
tragedy of American life, the gradual development of protest
The Harmony Club of the
Mass
Young
(left).
Franklin went on to say that programs of the highest qual- Moss,
Baptist church recently honorthe problem of planning and ity," he urged.
e Mrs. Lawrence Bailey who
maintaining programs for su- As a follow-up to the conwill join her husband soon in
perior Negroes was made in- ference, it was recommended
Ba.timore, Md. They will make
credibly complex by tle cultur that every Negro college set up
their home there.
al situation on the Negro in a committee on Honors. This
The Social Six met at the
has already been done and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Parsons.
America.
Mrs. H. Lindsey and son left
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — growth and progress in the you are aware of the great
But if America would remain committees are at work.
last week for New York. Mrs.
Graduation of 154 seniors from field of human relations has responsibility that a college strong, programs to utilize the Some programs are now in
Lindsey spent six months with
education places upon you in talents of ALL her citizens operation or about to begin at
Bethune - Cookman college been at a snail's pace."
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. M.
ours."
in
talk
a
society
one
of
in
At
his
point
this
complex
comes at a time when this
must and can be developed, he . Central State college (Ohio),
Culpepper
IClark Georgia, Fisk Hampcountry's ''greatest struggle is packed Moore's Gymnasium, He said, "the thing for said.
D. C..—How- which had been organized on Mrs. Peoples and Mrs. Banks
WASHINGTON,
such
said
Kirkendoll
stands,
Dr.
which
America
democracy
relahuman
of
ton
Howard,
Institute.
area
Knoxthe
in
The gifted Negro student's
have the same campus in 1908.
of Chicago were in the city a
tions," the Commencement long has been regarded as the as freedom, justice and opporville, Morehouse, Shaw, South- ard University officials
symbol of liberty, justice, free- tunity for all, don't prosper in greatest weakness, the con- ern, Tuskegee Institute, Virgin- announced the installation of a The addition of Rho Chi brings few days last week visiting
speaker said May 30.
and human dignity.
gnorance. We know it's proper ferees were told, is low level of ia State and Virginia Union. chapter of Rho Chi society, the the number of national honor so- with relatives and friends.
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, presi- dom
"But this symbol recently in a free society that the ma- aspiration. Daniel Schreiber, Other speakers at the con- national honor group in phar- cieties with chapters at How- John Chaney is much insJackin
dent of Lane college
macy, and the election of 11 aril to 22
proved.
has been questioned in more jority should rule. But we know coorinator of the New York
son, Tenn., said the U. S. plares and by more people it's equally correct that the Higher Horizons Program, ex- ference included: Felton Clark, students and teachers as charuniversity;
Southern
president
its
of
proud
be
may
rightly
than ever before in America's educated should exert influence plamed how his program had William Banner, Howard
ter members of the Howard
achievements in the fields of
policies ac- succeeded in creating a desire versify. Cecil Taylor. Louisiana chapter.
and
laws
history."
upon
the
natural and physical science.I "The lunchroom
sit-down cepted and promoted by the for college among disadvantag- State university; Vivian J. The group was inducted intol
"But we must admit that our
demonstrations and the U-21 majority"
university; the new chapter, Beta Sigma,;
ed youth in New York and Hit- Tellis, Southern
level so John Hicks, Stetson univer ' during installation exercises at ,
plane incident brought this I Continuing, Dr. Kirkendoll id theit achi
symbol into sharper focus so,said: "The world isn't run by that they could qualify for sity; Bruce Shertzer North Howard Friday.
that the world could see that magic . The kind of world we higher education.
Central Association of Colleges Five students and six Colideals now have, the kind of America
America's advocated
The importance of home and and Secondary Schots; Huel D. lege of Pharmacy teachers
are not the same as her practic- we now have, the kind of school in academic achieve- Perkins Southern university; were among the inductees. The
Florida, Tennessee and Geored ideals," he contended.
ment was stressed by Horace Lynettte Saine, Atlanta univer- students are Walter Clarke, III
gia we now have were created
SMALL MINORITY
dean of Atlanta sity; Willie C. Davis, Clark col- of Route 1, Box 43. Seabrook, BALTIMORE — Morgan State! Doctor of Laws were Dr. Frankreminded,by the desires, wills, beliefs Mann Bond,
Kirkendoll
Dr.
of Education. lege; Benjamin Hunton, assist- S. C.; Francis H. Henderson of College graduated the largest1 lin; Willard W. Allen, grand
School
university
members of the college's 56th: and prejudices of men and
on the ant superintendent, Secondary 114 Snyder ave., West Chester, class in its history, June 6, when master of the Prince Hall Grand
research
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — Dr.
of
Speaking
class that they be- women"
C. A. Johnson, a retired su- igraduating
on Schools, Washington, D. C.; Pa.; Robert L. Malone of 207 209 candidatese received de- Lodge of Maryland; W. E. B.
factors
cultural
of
influence
"small minority with-I "The kind of World we know
pervisor of the Columbia, S. C. long to a
said
he
acrievement,
William H. Robinson, Hampton E. Smith at., Gallatin, Tenn.; grees.
DuBois. internationally famous
small minority." He said, we should have will, if achiev- academic
school system, was elected in
inand
education
more
Theodore S. Currier, Clayborne M. Monk of 480 Con- Dr. John Hope Franklin, pro- scholar and author; and Justice
the
that
Institute;
desires,
the
by
shaped
be
ed,
of
percent
10
up
make
Negroes
first Negro president of the
City, N. fessor and chairman of the de- Harold A. Stevens of New York,
country's population and beliefs and wills of men and come his parents haw and the Fisk university; N. D. Kurland, necticut ave., Atlantic
Board of Trustees of Johnson this
better his school, the more like- associate director, ICSS; and J.; and Gary D. Neal of P. 0. partment of history, Brooklyn
the coun- women."
of
percent
four
only
C. Smith university at the anHe charged the graduates 17 Ills that a child's potential Albert Whiting, Morgan State Box 315, Hoisington, Kans.
try'r college population.
College, delivered the address at
nual board meeting held re- As such, he told the gradu- with the responsibility of tak- will be discovered and realized
Faculty members elected to the 93rd commencement exercollege.
cently.
ate., "the money, time and ing their rightful places in the in academic and other ways.
The conference report may the society include Dean Chaun- cises.
Dr. Johnson moved into the effort spent to bring you to this j fields of politics, education and
obtained for fifteen cents cey I. Cooper, D. Rachel Bell, The graduates represented 16
be
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
presidency as Dr. Walter L hour are of little value unlessi religion.
John S. states, the District of Columbia
This posed a central prob- per copy from tIe ICSS, Uni- assistant professor;
Moser, stated clerk of PittsN. and six overseas countries. Of
James
instructor;
Mitchell,
Boulder,
Colorado,
of
versity
the
for
lem: What can be done
NEW YORK — Walter P.
burgh and former president of
M.
Amrutlal
instructor;
Tyson,
the candidates, 200 were from
potentially able student not so Colorado.
son of Mr. end Mrs.
Zenner,
the board was elected secreand
professor;
Shah, assistant
Maryland and 150 from BaltiJustin Zenner, 821 Waveland
tary-treasurer.
Theodore B. Zalucky, assistant more City.
professor.
Ray S. Hoffman, Pittsburgh.
Leading the class with an ave. and Rabbi Nathan LevinWith the installation of the academic average of 3.532 out son, spiritual head of congregawas elected chairman of the
chapter at Howard, Rho Chi So- of a possible 4.0 was Donald tion Kehilat Jeshurun here, reexecutive committee.
ning. Club roster: Mrs. Annie ciety now has 65 chapters in G. Gwynn, art major from Bal- ceived degrees at the 66th anTRUSSVILLE
Vance H. Chavis, principal
By L. R. MEYERS
B. Molette, president; M r s. colleges throughout the country timore. and winner of a John nuai Commencement exercises
of Lincoln junior high school in
Greensboro, N. C., was elected
Reynolds, vice presi- and approximately 10,000 mem- Hay Whitney Opportunity Fel- of The Jewish Theological
Penny
Mt.
Zion
Services held at
bers. The organization was es- lowship. Gwynn will study at Seminary of America, June 5.
alumni representative to the
AME church last Sunday were dent; Mrs. Fannie M. Johnson,
in 1922 at the Univer- Yale university next year.
board at this same meeting.
They were among a record
and highly en- financial secretary; Mrs. Sadie tablished
attended
well
BERNARD FIELDING
as a success- Also graduating "with highest nu,nber of individuals to reMichigan,
of
sity
joyed. A wonderful message Coleman, recording secretary;
or to the Aristolochite Society, honor" were Delois Barnes ceive degrees at exercises
HAMPTON, Va. — Bernard was delivered by the pastor, Mrs. Louis Ellis, chaplain;
u marking the conclusion of the
and
NicholsecmolfainBalotf
vbr
Morris.
R. Fielding, Charleston, S. C., Rev. W M
Ms. Hattie M. Sipp, business
Monrovia,
Seminary's rd academic year.
BapBethel
New
at
Charles Wright, Earl Woods, attorney, returned to his alma Services
MT. VERNON
manager; Mrs. E. Wells, treasberia.
Zenner, author of a number of
as Annual Robert Davis and Arnold Todd. meter to give the luncheon tist church were immensly en- urer; Mrs. M. Freeman, critic
Last Sunday
HONOR FOUR
Anthropological articles, was
national
I.
inspiring
honor
An
National
Sunday.
last
joyed
from
graduated
Ushers Day at Corinthian Bap- Al Farmer
and Miss Juanita Brice.
college honored four dis- ordained Rabbi, Teacher and
The
44th
during
the
4
June
address
value.
highest
the
of
the
property
by
delivered
sermon was
tist., Church. Appearing on the Mt. Vernon Community college.
Mortgage Burning program of
—(James Monroe) tinguished citizens at the corn- Preacher and received the deannual alumni reunion at r astor. Later in the afternoon
program was the Men's Glee
ofiiLigreteeratdure.Master of Hebrew
menoement exercises.
Masonic Trustees
Bessemer
his
group
of
a
and
pastor
the
Hampton Institute. He spoke
Club under the direction of COLP
degree
honorary
Receiving
Bessemer
at
held
was
F&AM
Prof. 0. L. Farris. Rev. W. M. Rev. C Wesley Stratton, pre- on "Dedicated Alumni Face members motored to Alton,
, where he delivered the final Masonic Temple (Old Star TheSixties."
Fuqua is pastor.
siding elder of the Cairo district the Soaring
in the celebration of atre). The mortgage was burnANIE Zion church members held his third quarterly meet- A 1951 graduate of the col- ,messast
anniversary of the ed by Grand Master Charles
18th
,the
held an Honor Day program ing Sunday morning. He preach- lege, Fielding received the L.
for theh pastor, Rev. Hezekiah ed a wonderful sermon at Schaf- L. B. from Boston university!Rev. J E West at First Bap- V. Hendley, Masonic trustees
John Williamson, W.M., GreenWilliams. Music was furnished fer Chapel AME church. Rev. in 1958 He was admitted to !list church.
by the Mt. Vernon Gospel W. R. Thompson, the pastor practice before the South Caro- Rev. T. C. Williams and a willow, No. 329; Ben William,
of his members from Mt. W.M. Dothan No. 112; Robert
chorus.
lina Bar in July, 1958 and be- group
was present.
church of Spring- Giover, W.M., No. 768 and
Baptist
Zion
Chiof
Johnson
Mrs. Sweetie
The ANIE Missionary Society fore the District Court of the
ville an Mt. Canaan Baptist Robert James, W.M. 688. Recago was speaker for the An- sponsored a style show Sunday U. S. in August, 1958.
nual Women's Day program night. It was a gala affair and Using the theme, "Many church, also participated in freshmests were served by the
recently held at Pilgrim Rest greatly enjoyed by all. It was Tasks, One Goal — A Greater the anniversary service of Rev. Eastern Star. J. E. Gaines,
Baptist. Rev. D. W. Jackson is also a financial success. Mrs. Hampton," the reunion was J. E. West.
Mrs. Columbus master of ceremony.
Mr. and
pa sts...r
Georgia Baker is president.
of the Commencement Jon's recently moved into their
part
A very fine youth day proThe Jefferson County NAACP
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Webb and program held June 3-June 6 on
gram was held at St. John Innew home.
held its Tag Day last Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. John Webb mothe college campus.
Mrs Ethel Ruth Davis Is dependent Methodist church reIt was a great success under tored to Lexington, Ky. to visit
underway Ivisiting her mother, who is ID cently.
the leadership of Charles Ed- their niece and nephew, Mr. The reunion got
Friday evening with a hand lin Detroit
ward, who is president; Mrs. and Mrs. Paul Guthrie.
exercises
closing
School
ano an informal recepconcert
Mr. and Mrs. James Hunter were held at New Hard EleEstella Stokes. secretary and
Mr. Alva Billingsly motored
members of the Youth Council. to Madison, Ill. with Mr. and tion for the graduating class, of Loraine, Ohio were visitors . entary school recently.
The Men's Benevolence Club Mrs. Oscar Corley to attend the their relatives, alumni and here with his mother, Mrs. Theme: Reaching For t h e
Hall Mattie B Hunter, who is M.
met in the home of the presi- annual Laymen's Day exercises. friends, on the Harkness
Stars. Class officers: Margaret
Terrace
dent, W. M. Clark.
Joe Hamilton was admitted
A. Dean, president; Franklin
Mrs. Ella Mae Harris, who to Bacons Nursing Home in During the business meeting, EMPIRE
vice president; Vera
Hopkins,
teem
baseball
Empire
the
The
from
heard
were
Jefferson
had been a patient at
Harrisburg. His son and family reports
Little
secretary; Johnnie
Richardson,
0.
The
9-2.
Affairs,
Cordons
defeated
Memorial Hospital is now recu- from Chicago were recent dirIctor of Alumni
18-0.
secretary;
Dora
assistant
regional
defeated
Patten,
League
M.
the
'49;
Jr.,
Taylor,
perating in her home.
G.
Edmonia
visitors. His niece
Mrs. Evelny Overton, Mrs. McKinley and Mrs Viola Mc- presidents and the chairman of They -also defeated Sispy 25-4 Merritt L,ong, treasurer; Will
the Rogers Ross, chaplain; MargOphelia Rhodes and Mrs. Men- Daniel from Springfield, Ill, also the fund raising campaign, C. Albert Mixon is still in
prayfor
asking
Is
He
hospital.
'00.
Williams
who
aret Rollins, parliamentarian.
have
been
Bruinn,
rietta
H.
visited.
PICKETS IN YOUNGS- in support of Southern sit-in joined interracial marchers
ers from all his friends.
Dr. James 0. Knuckles, superon the sick list are very much
Mrs. Magnolia Hamilton has
was sponCreigs
B
J.
TOWN, Ohio march in front movement. About 50 persons composed of students, unionMrs.
city
Holden
Bessemer
Improved.
intendent
returned home from
play.
ists and NAACP supporters.
school
enjoyable
an
of
Grant department store
of
sor
The Cosmopolitan Club had a hospital greatly improved. Visitschools; It. L. Chambliss, prinreturned
has
Johnson
L
Ida
picnic at the State Game Farm. ing her over the weekend was
from the hospital and is doing cipal.
Those who graduated from her son-in-law, McKinley Owens
Two fine
We the pastor, officers, mem—
Tenn
KNOXVILLE,
junior high school were: Leon of Chicago.
four.
among
hers
were
and friends of St. John
Berry. Estella L. Stokes, Rose- Those visiting here over the Knoxvillians
grad- BESSEMER
honor
Methodist Church
College
Knoxville
Independent
were
mary Herrod, Linda McRey- Memorial Day weekend
Negro and stores of Woolworth, Grant, ing organized by a joint comCollege's
passing of Nearly 50 pickets,
the
at
recent
uates
the
By
W.
G.
IVEY
regret
nolds, Ophelia Hardin, Roberta Mr. and Mrs. Robert Maiden
demonstrated at the Kress, and Kresge.
white,
mittee formed specifically for
Exercises
Commencement
Davis, Roselle Harris, Paul and family of Dayton, Ohio: 85th
Mrs Pearl Bishop and Ii e r Mrs. M. B. Brown's aunt, a Woolworth and Grant stores in
Several carloads of stu- the purpose. It consists of NAMoore, Willie Roberson, Robert Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Nelson of held last month.
daughter, Mrs. L. E. Robinson resident of Kansas City.
downtown Youngstown, Saturunionwere
Brown, Eddie Edwards and Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Graduating Cum Laude
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Ivey day, May 28, in support of dents came from Oberlin col- ACP members, AFL-CIO
of Mobile, Ala. were recent
Mr.
of
daughter
Detroit;
Lewis,
inof
and
Shirley
family
groups,
Morton.
ministerial
Russel,
Taylor and
lege, 90 miles away, and one ists,
weekend guests of her eon and of Greenville, S. C.. son a n d Southern sit-ins.
High school graduates were: Mr. and Mrs. William Mann of and Mrs Grady Lewis of 508 daughter-in-law Mr and M r 5. daughter-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. College students, trade union- earful from Kent State Univer- terested civil rights fighters.
Geraldine Cooksey, Mattie Ed- Alton, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. James Clinch it ; James M. Pannell, Alonro Bishop
G. W. Ivey sr.. were home for istr, grade school pupils, and sity. 40 miles away. About ten The Greater Youngstown Are.a.
wards, Bernice Edwards, Sara Davis of Springfield; Nettie pastor of Seney Chapel Method
n
gradation of their brother, civil rights supporters joined students from Youngstown Uni- AFL-CIO Council and various
a
the
Social
The
After
Five
McCalla
Jones, Ammie S. Harris, Luti- Mae Hill, Myrtle Lue Hill of dist church, of 1801
anits
W. Ivey, jr. a recent with the NAACP in the cam- versity also participated.
union locals in the city have
General
observed
Saving
Club
sha Woods, Coleman Cerro- Chicago and Mrs Lula Belle ave.: Mable Carey of Birminghigh paign to break down discrimi- The campaien in Youngstown, lent their support to this camDunbar
Miss
of
graduate
of
at
home
tea
nual
the
Deloris
of
and
Isola
ham. Ala :
dine. Billy Bass. Oliver Hardin, Jones and daughter,
natory policies of the chain Campbell, and Struthers 1. beJuanita Brice last Sunday eve- school.
,lace of Orlando.., Fla.
)‘
Bobby Groot., Sylvester Rush, Chicago.
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Tells Bethune Grads
'Meet Rights Struggle'

Howard Society
Inducts Event

•

299 Grads Set
Record AtMorgan

Elect Negro To
College Board

0

Award Chicagoan
Masters Degree

Alumnus Delivers
Hampton Address

Alabama

ILLINOIS

Words of the Wise
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Knoxvillions Get
Honors

Pickets Join Sit-In Support In Youngstown
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r Makes Debut lit 'Huck Finn'
Archie Plans 'Jim'
Masco Young's
In Mark Twain Classic
They're Talking About

with a
Archie Moore world's light! Man'' and followed
heavyweight boxing champion screen hit" A Hole In The
makes his him debut in Metro Head."
ROYCE WALLACE, the Negro American audiences.
•••
Goldwyn - Mayer's newest re- Playing the part of Jim the
who figured in an inbeauty
lease, Mark Twain's "Adven- runaway slave is Archie Moore,
new alJACKIE
WILSON'S
tures 01 Huckleberry Finn,' who makes his acting debut in ternationally - famous inter- bum, "Jackie Slags The
one of the great literary clas- the film and now adds to his racial marriage a few years Blues," is one of his first
sics of all time. The picture laurels as the most surprising ago, is the wife who is assault- steps toward wooing the adult
brings you all the excitement, star "discovery" of the year. ed by an illiterate white bully record-buying market.
humor and atmospheric color "The Adventure of Huckle- in the off-Broadway play "The
•••
of Mark Twain's famous story berry Finn" was filmed in
WHEN NEW YORK'S 369th
"
of the rousing adventures of cinemascope and color largely Pretender, • • •
Artillery saluted the "Sergeant
Rutledge" movie a few days
an all-American boy and a run- on location on and near Caliaway slave on the Mississippi fornia's Sacramento Rive r, SAMMY DAVIS, JR., who ago at the RKO Palace Theewhich today is more like the was busy last week signing tre, top stars Natalie Wood,
River.
Mark Twain's contracts for TV roles in Robert Wagner, Denise Dared,
Seen as Huck is 12 year old Mississippi of
itself.
Mississippi
the
um
era
the
won
who
"The Lawman" and the "77 Constance Towers and Sidney
Eddie Dodges,
to be released
hearts of play goers in the The picture is
Sunset Strip" dramas, cred- Poitier were on hand to make
June.
Broadway Musical, "The Music sometimes in
its Art Unkletter with giV• a big noise about the flick that
big him his first break before stars Woody Strode.
a nation-wide video audience,
•••
via Art's "House Party."
TIIE CHESTERFIELD HO•••
one of the newest showTEL,
SARAH VAUGHAN'S hubby
in Philly owned by 36.
places
B
and personal manager, C.
Atkins, was the brains behind year.old Ernie Harris, has bethe move that placed Sarah's come the favorite stopping
uncareer in the hands of Joe place for celebrities ln the
the
of
ry
annkersa
20th
This year marked the
Associated Booking entertainment and sporting
Glaser's
leader, 1Nalband
Chicago
renowned
of
death
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Austin and Mrs. Pearl S. Gor- celia Coleman, Mrs. Malissa tine Herndon, Mrs. Hattie Har000 on advertising and promo- cheese makes a delicious filing ed makes 18 blintzes.
the
in
partner
a
Lockhart,
Al
ville school, but according to III
don.
tion in Negro newspapers, $50,Tribune, Mrs. Lillian Scott, Mrs. rison, Mrs. Otis King and Mr.
pancakes, dumplings, sweet For more ideas for enhar 'ng Sydney P. Brown, a former
New York firm of Louis, Rowe, 000 in magazines and a con- for
The reception table was a Fannie Jordan, Mrs Marjorie and Mrs. L. V. Scott.
desThese
rolls and blintzes.
meals with cottage cheese send Board of Education member,
scene of beauty with its hand- men, Mrs. Aline Franklin, Mr. Rev. and Mrs. Ben Warren Fisher and Lockhart, said what- siderable amount in other corn- serts, like cottage cheese filling, for our 6-page booklet "Cottage
the board had not accused her
some crystal bowl and accomp- and Mrs. W. F. Triplett, Miss and son, Miss Martelle Trigg, ever Joe does is "his personal munici.tions media, the spokes- had their beginnings in eastern Cheese." Send a card to or call
of being a communist.
explained.
man
this
Europe and Russia where
Miss Utoka Quarles, Mrs. Vera business." But the firm has
135 "If she had been accused of
only cheese and sour cream are the Memphis Dairy Council,
Segrest, Mrs. Earline Segrest, "no intention" of giving up the Lockhart. who was the
5,
TenMemphis
Pauline,
North
being a Communist at a n y
accommon ingredients.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Peyton, Mr. Cuban account Lockhart said. Negro newspaperman to
nessee — JA. G-7303.
meeting, I would have
Board
visit to
his
on
Castro
company
Cheese Blintzes have become "A Guide To Good Eating" is gone to bat for her immediateand Mrs. Arthur Peyton, Miss Baudilio Castellanos, director
Cuthe
after
shortly
Venezuela
many
with
dessert
IVP1ther Stripped
a popular
Delois Peyton, Mrs. Christine
Good One Side
of the Cuban National Tourist
of Batista fell, American families. To make a a service provided to the read- ly," Brown declared, when told
with Sash Balances
Harrison, Mrs. Edna Thomas, Commission, said Wednesday ban government
1/4"x4'0' Sheet ....
ers of the Tri-State Defender of Murphy's statement.
has
Congress
that
out
$4.16
modern version of this ancient through the cooperation of the
Mrs. Bertha Bradford, Lovell that the decision of Louis to pointed
Treated
He added that he thought the
the Cuban sugar
extended
just
94.90
cottage
dish, a sweetened
Bradford, Rev. Eddie Smith,
Ready To Instal!
SAO?.
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. name of the school was chang9/4"x4.304*
111111111 quotas for another year.
cheese filling is wrapped in very Williams is a teacher of Home ed
Mrs. Aubrie Turner, Mrs. Ruby 111111111111111111111WIIIMI1111011111111111111111111
because of the nature of the
"Politics change but we must
thin, egg rich pancakes. The Economics at Manassas High work being done there rather
Rubber Bose Paint—All Colors, gal. $3.31
Unconfirmed reports were
Williamson, Miss Gwendolyn
relationships
good
maintain
Gal. S3.911
filled blintzes are then carefulOutside White Paint
Williamson and E. W. William- circulating last weekend that
than anything else.
with the Cuban people," Lock- ly heated in butter until golden School.
$14.95
Folding Stairway
son, jr.
Billy Rowe had joined Louis hart declared.
topped
achot,
S5.95
2.8":611"xl 'is" Screea_Door
brown and served
Mr. and Mrs. Austin are at in bowing out of the Cuban
Lockhart gave up his job
-CorresP. Clubs
$90.00M
2'x4 Random Length Cedar
count and that the two had set with a New York newspaper to with cinamon sugar and dairy
home at 750 Polk St.
$25.95
Storm Doors, Full 1" Aluminum
LONELY?
FIND Happiness,
signed
cream.
and
sour
up a new company
join the firm of Louis and
S2.75
32"s55" Full Aiuminum Streens
send two 4c stamps for list of
a contract with the Mexican Rowe over a year ago. He
CHEESE BLINTZES
members and details, HEZE•
government to promote tour- was accompanied into the or- 1'2 lbs. cottage cheese
KIAH CLUB, 1310 Fifth, Chiism. •
yolks
egg
3
ganization by Charles Fisher,
cago Hts., Ill.
1%" 31ahozary Flush 'i"ssrxit' Unfinished $4.59
1 tablespoon sugar
The reports stated also that a friend of some 25 years.
.
t"i4's8'
Finished
51.75
l'Irxel'8"
cinnamon
teaspoon
1
and Fisher are
Lockhart
(Billy)
William
and
Louis
Joe
$115
Services
211"x6'11"
maintaining the Cuban ac- Rowe have been business as- 4 whole eggs
54.95
Knotty Pine Panelint
TOP QUALITY 1156 M
1 cup milk
..; 84.95
sociates for several years.
Zemo — liquid or ointment — a count.
ELROD AND SON
. 1s.oli
2.11"x8'8"
SEE OUR D1SPT.AT
SERVICE STATION
doctor's antiseptic, promptly re- in11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111' Meanwhile, Enrique Bena- 1 cup sifted flour
salt.
CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF
843 Miss. at Crump Blvd.
lieves itching, stops scratching back out as a paid booster for vides, of the Cuban National 1 teaspoon
ENITED PAIN r co. PAINT. CALL FOR PRICES
Day & Night Service
heal and clear sur- Cuban tourism was the result Institute for Touristic Indus- Press cottage cheese through
and so helps
.
Experienced Mechanics
n rashes. Buy extra of "low blows" thrown at him try, said the special market sieve; add egg yolks, one at a
face
JUNE SALE — BIG REDUCTION
will time, beating after each addidepartment
,promotion
Strength Zemo forzemo by the "pressure boys."
FA
1028 N. Hollywood
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
maintain its program to invite tion. Add sugar and cinnamon
stubborn cases!
For a good tire sale ask for Elrod.
Lockhart, reached by tele- "all oi the people of the United and mix well; set aside. Beat
TELEPHONE JA. 5-9482
phone in New York, substantiat- States to come to Cuba to en- whole eggs and add milk. Graded reports that heavy pressure joy our democi acy and tourist ually add this egg-milk liquid to
Male and Female Help
had been exerted on Louis. "We attractions without discrimina- flour and salt, beat until smooth.
$65 TO $90 wrEaoy
the
don't understand where all
tion "
Heat a heavy 6" skillet, grease
Classified lobs in Cincinnati. Northern
KY. Male or Female_
list
pressure is coming from," In a telegram to Lockhart, with butter. Pour enough batter
Classified
$1.10. Other large cities on reaueed 82.10
Lockhart added.
Benavides pointed out that the about 2 tablespoon, into skillet
WOMEN $65.00 WEEKLY AND UP
vole..
Must have telephone
Pleasant
"A:.. long as America con- revolutionary government had to make a thin pancake, tipping
Detail 10c full Information 81.10
Royal Crown
in
Cuba
discrimination
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
tinues diplomatic relations with abolished
skillet from side to side to let
585 Armory — Cincinnati 14, Ohio
COLA
Cubs and other American firms and that a special invitation batter cover bottom.
Rent Office Space
do business with that country, had been extended to American Fry on one side only, until
our firm will continue to repre- Negroes to come to Cuba as blistered; remove from skillet
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENNT IN THE
sent the Cuban National Tour- tourists with the same rights and place on a board, fried side
Tri-State Defender building. Reasonable
will
rent. 236 South Wellington Street.
"We
a
equality.
Lockhart,
Commission,"
human
of
ist
up. Repeat for desired number
JAckson 6-8397
former newsman, explained. continue this plan with you and of pancakes. Then place a
continued.
Spiritual Advisor
The firm plans to Vend $14,- others," Benavides
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Miss Fairy Peyton
Becomes Mrs. Austin

EATING

Official Later
Ad mits His Error

Joe, Partners
Split Over Cuba

Fir Plywood

I Window Units
SI I.95

Inside Doors

Mahog, Paneling

Helps Heal And Clear
ITCHY SKIN RASH!

FOR
QUICKER
RESULTS

•

Margolin Bros. Supply Co.

TO PLACE YOUR
WANT AD
CALL

"MISS

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS

RESULTS"

Got A Social Event Coming Up?

0

BRING YOUR MARRIAGE PROBLEMS
to MILLER'S MARRIAGE COUNSEL,
Ave.
IRO lervice 12618 E
McLemore
Office hours will be from 8.00 a m
7:00 p. m. Monday thru Saturday.

JA. 6-8391
1111111111111111111NI

Tell The

IF YOU ARE SICK, need advice, I am
willing to help you. I have been touched with the devine power of God. For
.
JA. 5-1924 or come to
t
;
e
a1704i
5
akein
tm
Ave

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

RADIO SALES & SERVICE

About It

TV, Radio Service Center

Day Or Night Servie•

ALL WORK GUARANTEED — SERVICE ON

And Have It Put On The Calendar

ALL MAKES

Matthew Hudson, Jr., hionegu'r
Bus. WH. 6-6313 — Res. BR. 4-0229, 936 Miss. Blvd.

FREE!

Memphis, Tenn.

THOMAS & BLOCKER
UPHOLSTERING SHOP
"The Fresher Refresher"

HEAVYWEIGHT peated that he was giving up
FORMER
in
boxing champion, .1we Louis, a one-fourth partnership
relations
public
shown during a recent press a New York
its
conference in Washington, re- firm r refusing to drop in
to promote tourism

Nights Call: FA 4-1846
938 MississIPOI Avss.
Cuba. The controversy began when Louis was attackFree Estimate — All work guaranteed
ed as "an agent of Cuban
Mn. Mattis Thomas, Mgr.
Prime Minister Fidel Castro." 23 Years Professional Exper'ence
UPI Telephoto)

t

Get In On

e Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town

Have You A Car For Sale, Apart ent Or Room
For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help
In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of,
Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2.) Weeks
_
Misc. For Sale

SIfATIPOl SALE

INSURANCE AGENCIES

casts TALES!

WILL pay CASH fOT weasel')
It
vacant lot U priced right
SR, 1-1244
EL 74711
I • SODW4N A COMPANY
13444 Mintroe Aves••

AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE

1041 CUMMINGS 4-ROOM
MAME DUPLEX - $750 Casb
13411 Monroe Avenue
140 011 kiesti
II ORS
Si. 24144
11111. g-Till
N. aonwisi a COMPANY
1111511 Men rim A

Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
2. If your Drilla' License 064
been revoked
3. It your Insurance has been
e muse11ad
3. It your apolication has been
rejected
Call Adkins Insurance Agency --JA 1143111. A Representative will
call at your hOthe With full details

NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3063 Calvert Otis MOO Down
176 Monthly - Not.. Flat
J. IV Oen
Si 8.11111
&Ms
IL IL GO SWIM • COMPANY
•

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
HOSPITAL AND SICKNESS INSURANCII POR PEOPLS WHO
HAVE HAD CANCER, DIABETTS.
NICAAT DISBARS AND OTHER
IIRIOUS 114.411BS.
FOR MORE Drill,' CALL
ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
GENERAL AGENT - DISABILITY DIV. - OONTINENTAL CASUALTY CO. /34 VANCE AVIV
mtaflIffs ?NNW
PHONE - JA. 8-03,18

miscat.t.ssmors

BUICK - 10"4
ROADmASTENNTYMNA
Air COM-WM reuin New paint-41g
Inatiry car for fraction of cost.
3196.0e
NIU !-1131

Memphis Business
Service Directory
E. Hunter Construction
Company
Bank Terms
MARTINS FISH MARKET
1020 MISSISSIPPI SIND

Fresh Seafood Daily
FREE PARKING IN REAR

Henrietta
Martin

Deway's Auto Service

SAY

NISIE

04. 11-11111

11." Glass Picture Tubs

121 IS

'3' Glass Pieture Tube
tristalleg
City Ride TT Illervitie
10. Clitlaaa

$17 01

TIRE SERVICE CO
TP TOtf WANT TO II 32A
elan PAIENDLE BEAUTY illYPInlin
Grant War. - Otssi•
?WSW Ada*
Loa's, 094171441.

Accounting, Business Administrotion,
business Machin.*, S•cratarial, IBM
Kay Pwneis, Personelity Dovoloproord,

Court

1 IP 4•

"A World •1 Valves
• AUTO liCITJ4,.. vIRM%
.OVIERTISING 8PICIALI,ES
fdlidW,OGRAPHINO
• PRINTENG
SLALS
• matins STAMPS
• DECAL& CALENDS OS
790 Yonkers Are.
INear Control Ave./ Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines NO Service charge
All Work Guaranteed Call
La site
RAH Home Service
1637 1 emsr Avenue
BR 4-6050

13 Instruction

Post $1 00 NOni
Reply tinvilieme
roarriva PIII0or, Health Center, brine,
Adelaide Road. Dublin. Ireland yr hours Air.

Want Ad
RATES

10 pt.

18 PT.

24 PT.

36 PT.

2shil NATI III 2
N••• ••Hoorr
Mut oil se 4
Ii,.. ordinary fvlas

SAMS KATI Al
lines twdleby
trio
SAMS
RATE AS
'NI.
warier
Pros

Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday Copy cancelled after 12
on Saturday will be billed
at regular rates

•
•
•
▪

THE AMAZTNO "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

MOSES
SINAI

No guarantee can be given as
to position to column T
(Till Forbid) orders subject
in rate

to change

without

notice.
'Tri-State Defender box Duni
berg - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and

or

street

telephone, or

The Tri star. Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Tn-state Defender
forward to out of town

will

received

ad.

vertgers

dressed to
the

Tail
our

vices..

address,

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
Nigiii & Day Classes

postage

is to be

charged to the advertiser.

SOIT11111ZOIS in Hair Styles Of
Al) Kind

WA 4-2133

CROSSTOWN
'BR 4-4550 BR 4-4561

M electric trpewriter
trite $10 00 Guaranteed,
SoUthaide Printing, Sox 5491, DT Hunt.
IngtOn 3, WIN Ts.
BABA:lain
MESIGHANDHIS
CATALOG
Huge discounts Low rholesale ',Gess
OorY "acin( catalog The 'refund
Bit
able). g
J Cd SOS 434. Levittown I.
Pa
AQULTII, INTERESTING MAIL, Earninis,
PhOttia, Svoklota, *atilt's* II fliund•d
Ole
ft with tihdet Al,in
Bog
3104-TAD Hicksville. Long bland. 14 T

CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHLD
R • RESTYLED
• ANTIQUE
N RESTORED
, • REPAIRED
1

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
T

$2995

PLATFORM
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE Of
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDI

Moorman's

• Secretarial
$ Office Machine
* Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave.• JA 7-4917

PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL

UNIVERSITY

TUNER

Repairs Estimated Here
24

Years

In

119BO

Tee. any eel, head or talk aft pew
oboesel-An, v.el Awls**, Any Plies!
*teethes st•tement, a wo less startling performance
!Mills, mastered
fee/lollop 14 a eilt•yrighWel mensal toll
You immediately for 41
AFEO-PLIP•
CRAFT, Dor IIM-D, nrigeeeeri t, corm.

Kansas City & Mo.
VALVES OALORZI Sales Book 16c. He
fundable
with mignon
ALTON
WATMART SI. PA.
3 WAYS TO MAILiC HONE? AT ROME.
where to Our material and how to
manufacture cheaply Send St sti WIMP
factoring goecialtiee, Sioklerville. N

MAD
AM BELL
(English Lady)
This te her sew
State Lino.

office

at the

May11114111

BELL is heck after

MADAM

failed In Our rest come see MADAM BEI.L

a

at

mice,

way te Hernando

Her

ter

I blocks Wow
neSoto Motel R• sure

home is

where she used to star right elide the

MOUSE and you'll find het thor•

the

at all Stmts. ISbe Serer

had as

Wiest tip West Memphis

yellow bug marked Whitehsren Slats Liss
eft at Stake Lino and walk I blocks and see MADAM
BAND
Caleb

end Ill
RLIA

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Poore

JAckson 6-2884

4

Sam

Readings Day Oncto on Sunders

I don't malts any now calls or answer env ottOn
to 100k4\ f", the eight sign and the rtght name
ossmosmsees.

Re Virvii.

Long

Distance

Sonclal ser% ice

DiPbetic Sufferers
Others Hove Gained
Immediate Relief With

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy

We hate openings for salesmen
tilt
eel Mgior Household Appliances,
NO
11XPIMENvE
NECESSARY
1667
LaMar - SR. 4-8030

Femeot Help Wanted
WOM h.:N
SEW
EASY
READY-CUT
Wrap-A -Round
Apriene
Monte Earn
124 la
Detcfl-fiell re
Time
Write ACCURATE. MInGR'S
REEPORT, NEW YORK
MAIDS TO $30 Wilk. Guaranteed
lobs, beet working conditions FREI
roan, board. uniforms. Tickets sent,
A-1 Agcncy, 100A Main St., Hempstead,
Lang Wand N Y

Maids $35-$60 Week
Mutt
ueedco
or potter &low.. is
New York. New
. Soften, Macs.,
liersterdI onn . and
liirminghalla
Ala. Out anteed sobs. fro, room ifdia
i
heart' Os In money Tickets gent. 0
Of write
LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY 1630 41h Ave N
Birmingham
Ali" FA 4-5736 A soormillia
Agency Serb. SOUTHERN Punta.
-

Situations Want---d

EFFICIENT WOMAN
Desires

Job A s Typist Or
Secretary.
El parienccd
A s
Switch-Board Operator. Will
Also Take
Typing
In
My
Home, Call Between II A. M.
And 12 P

WH. 6-5452
MRS. ELSIE PAYNE
_
CHILD CARE in
ents work. J.

IL

my horn. while parWright, experienced.

4-7611.

TYPING done In my home Short term
Palters end Stencil cutting acceptable.
WH 4-11•57

-Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is • reason why simple
like to do business with us,
you, too, will like our cowteems treatment and desire to
hoilt you.
"Op -rt Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 1:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9;00 to 1:00
DIXIE Fits
LO
Home owned - Home operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-We like to say es to
loan ree•est"
gsamined and Supervised
Shale Department of I
nankin,
I °CATIONS
161 1. Meta
.1
111 Wolfson
JO,

your
by the
nee avid
1.1111
s•rcl

CASH?
Cltlf FINANCE
MORE

GROUND nous

STIFRICK BUILDING
Weft

roles stet roil
PRIPOSINFIAl
stpviCt"

WOULD LIRE to have flve 41711 or
Nita! work, or inb as baleyrItrer. lea*
poriernann Williams
WE. 2-3060

Wanted For Rent
WANTED: TO SCR-ILIET
At leen • 4-room house. preferably
So Me-nphis But will talc, any honte In
In
Memphis. Will need horne 2 month., Ex• ti'rfrPnre. contact Trt-aleate.
FOR RENT

ORANGE
5351 progres.

MOUNT)

Ar
Lerner
Shot:Wing
Center, Melro-• Schfrel 0 rooms and
bath .'frily $3500 - Must Sell
!See MARECTTALNITTL
Reautlfin, 10 rooms, 3 baths, many
mitres in this fine home
• UNIT APARTMENT
100/ So
Wellington, North of MoLemere Completely furnished
"Ars f Ponvenneimer - OL. 2-1107
ILentmons Wilson Realty Co.
1143 Lamar :4334
1165 SO. VJELLINGTON
peva APPRAISED
Illie la a ve
,'Inc whit* stticco bungalow,
.sas 5 'owns and tile bath isorns1 air. and
a tr., beautiful paneled den Of beriroon1
upstairs. Forced air heat in large basenen* Pnrd frond floors Penged rear lot.
Garage Preis *11.000 oo stiSO oo ease
Ing w
ellnison
‘ingcost
calbre ialt:on n
etroIntSent C W Henry SR. 4.4270
Co
R.1111111,

BR 5-4311

624 8. Cooper

Apt, For Heat
"OR RENT
151111 Sunset-Dougles
Sub-division
On•
Ilde of Dep;ex I rms, es bails-hot-cold
water Gas heater in front room_ Price:
1135 month
Ph -ine PA. 4-0872
15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mail out droctshlp catalog Keep 60 per
cent from orders Proven seller/ Details, sample catalog ilt 00 Pennine. 1627
TSD E 33rd Lorain. Ohio

Furnished Rooms

-Room fgr rent furnished OF unturnisry
ad WHINI111111 54218 1342 Lutham Street
Calu affA, 11.35 or beftwe 7110 1 91
_

ORANGE MOM
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport. Depot. Eitts Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

tot pm

And

ATTENTION!

NEED CASH?

12

Locals* is Highway 51 Iona. fuss over InleffSEW Mots

So look

Getwell

CAN YOU USE

lime time of being away and at last she is
hack to stay tn her new borne
Sr. ron Dissatisfied with marriage? Hare
you lost faith In your husband. Cie or sweetheart? Are tee
In bad health? Are yea discouraged? It any et these are TOW
problems. tome let MADAM BELL advise you at ones Also
wifl read Upe go you jest se else would read ea epee hook
Tell You WRY YOU: job or isaitiott is sot a success if you have

Line. en Pb.

Local

$F LOANS & MORTGAGES

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

Tuning

sad Rebuilding
BREWER

counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do Is send them to Ue .
for our experienced eollertlon
service. We pay up to $1.25
a aams. No delay. Write to.
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.

For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

JA 6-4754

1 514

yOU how FREE! to
lists of slow pay ac-

•

630 Linden Ave.

FA 7-0744

We show

Prgesoet Ave.
Suite UM
Cleveland, Ohio

Supply

Upholstering, Inc.

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
secure

GL. 2-5474

Best Deal In Town

12 Business -Opportunities

Are you worried over
mosey
matatra.
strange %Inflators) erl) Influence's A.,
you
stint? men wilt* Bishop Raker Enclose
$1.00 oVe offering There is help for your
treeub'00 Mil You can be successfuL Write

Sermon
104 14. Dalrymple
Albion. Michigan

Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507

Booths rot Rent
A 3044 business in downtown 10.
ca*S011
Susie Walker
JO, CM?
Resident
FA 4.004

SPIRITUAL HELP

4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00
fatter Wes - 9 for 52.00

W. P. SHELTON Lowest Flat Rates In City

Bleaching

Tinting

ELECTROnno
ETPNOTAlli $14.00 Translator Radio III gli Pocket ear Gal
Gun - •os - ECUs 311 caliber shell's
11 50 earn - Radio
Wilkie - Talkie
$19.15 - An Radio TV Tube el 00 eteh.
Transworld glestronica - Pest 0111•1 Ben
1115 - India California

Accounting

152

F•

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando

309 E. 47th ST.

Notional

For Complete Quality
I-1 STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-7597
JA, 7-2597

.•••••••=10

FOR BLESSED AMULET KELP MONET.
UNCROSSED
RUSH $2,00 DONATION
NOW11 JOT PEACE an, /mons.
Love SO MUCK CRICAO0
$3, U.L..

SPECIAL SERMONS

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand

11 Special Services

but

Refrigerators
Washing Machines
Freezers
Dryers
AND

We specialise in gool used pianos
510 down _will pot a piano in your
born" FRrt DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
Linden - SR. 5-0304
ijet
Aloe
Nights A Sundays,
BR. I-0150

CHRIST
ZION

AIWA

MOVING

WE MUD saint* Will Pay you 25e Pet
for obtaining thew tut our mail- 1314 'vane Ave.
Coterioe U. 331.
Pheine IA, 11-1W1
list list. Complete instructions seat for
41.00. Harry 11 Tonal. $17 Broad Street,.
Bristol, Tenn00000
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
_
"Amethyst pendants. earrings, braeotete,
74."."311Ell SEW EASY itzADT-Ci7T
101.2$ oath Heal. postpaid. V Brubaker
WRAP-A -ROUND
APRONS
1.410 Yf L•lf, Laminate/. Cant."
koala
Mira $26 16 Dozen-Snare Tint*
Write-Accurst. Mfges
FREEPORT NEW YORE

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
fiellWF,019 flogre1 matt., Code. FS vOelill•
Numbers and Days
Combinetten Cedes.
Memphis Refrigerator
Digit ensures eft P•iets $1.06.
VICTORY
Service
1304 Joseph
27MA Olga. Ave.
Micas° 30, 111.
7-0016
JA
ART LOTUS&

* Accounting

Miscellaneous

Y.

ON

TROUBLE' LOVE' MONEY PROSIEM6•
goIttlen available. Don't gite up Write
Diale - P. 0. Dos 11184 Ocala. Florida

HENDERSON
Susinesa College, Inc.

12 Noon Monday

N.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES

BISHOP BAKER

Memphis, Tennessee

CLASSIFIED

29,

Piano Warehouse Sale

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

DEADLINES

YORK

THE BARGAIN Center. 1314
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 23 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 55 cent up today.

•

•

Low Rotes - Insured Moving

-MWEICAN DIVORCII or ntarrtate, valid.
qiiIck. eat, Dotal s
either
es.
s 92.
SOX BOO ninon& B
Mexico
int
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30c
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75c
04 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type

NEW

any
Stop
repaired
ROOliINCI. root,
leveled.
work, floors
leak Cartmr.er
repaired.
gutters cleaned,
NOW HI YOUR CHANCE
, Chimneys
stucco, eonerete, plaster do my ems work. TO COLLI('I UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, It
FOR 11.110 START TOUT% COLLECTION
Prot est Reationable pries.
onau.s regigic sArrser rowan
NIL 4.41929. NOW SING)I CARD 33 eters. P. 0.
I T. t. "Pence? SR $4443
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NOT .73. AVSONIA STATION It. T. 13
N.
V
Instant stir* in any weather
et mint
! 4-SPECIAL SERVICE
batteries fully charted is 60 below "erg
TRU 11W 04.0iNTION al ANSWERS TO , cold
soul] play your fetHo •11
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA /IRE AND pass written test fer drivers Ii
in ; Winter with tear of battery failure More
y tern Efficient and In- mil, YORK STATE Send 14 settle to winter miles per gallon on eas Staring
vr i
expfn
burgslia.
I8
Nor horn,and business Shelton *ever eost
mailing and handling - new Payer. pee 1110
PROTITs rOft
' Dlettibtating Co. 1199 Linden Office No UN plus golf addressed • stamped 1111
AOZNTS; itend al Oa for semen* anti deSET
It PRODUTS CO. SOX
Phone BE 1-29911
And
rritg
tails
gilt
Ill
30 der supply
- 4NS9hia, STATION. NEW Y SE44. of TrigAtrn 1/11
- ----Potency Tallow A MenN. T
tat aria Pep Stimulant - the very beat,
We will OINIP Include free et enemy/ the Than - SOlO Vernon Chicago II. /IL
haelosed License Molds. with every order
inweive4.
RESTORE "PEP- wan Mitre Pep formula
Refundable' Ed Rumba's. Plimsoll,
HOW TO WIN! LOVE.
, LTC. $1.00.
Send birtbd its and dime
ormation Dale,
sealed, SISAL
1314-1110
Chleaget
Height& Ili.

YO. 9-4462

West Petermo
Chicago 43
Illinois

THE RUMTORIX CO.
ammo I
fa factory
2311 1. 115th St. - lox 17

STOP SUFFERING! I I

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE

Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales. Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
Post Office lox 311

7724T So. Clrds Ave.
Chi..,. 49, III.

--griRTTUAL ADVISOR

GOOD rnAcTicil PIANOS $71
$7 50 &min and Easy Terms
EX 14110 Niles A Sandals

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

Take New RV/41'0Rn And Rnios Lite
dietary prenaratien IttiarTOREX usges up POE SALE, JACKS. TOOta AND coati
pie., viutoment to run a garage
Where nattlr• leaves off A PIRSEICIAN'S
WIU
PORMULA Only 05 06 fot a 1..vo4ic sup- rent building to reliable totem J stetson
5420
1111tilfed slier 3
ple Matler•baCk
!al COD
Chivell
Or
MOW
Order :IOW'
1.550050 *emus 10e Elwin Pres Claw
logs Manway NO 1144. BYO.*

Reporting Crown

Elmer L Heithord, MA. Director
JE 5-6161
St Louis 8, Mo.
444$ Washington

BROWN'S PIANO CO.
EX 7-0511
1311 Se. Third St.

VICTORY SERVICE

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

Civil Service, Real Esktat• and

Since

L015 LIAM SHOP
23111 Park Avenue
Appointment
PA. 441411
_

MEMPHIS
311 UNION AVE.
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PRONE JA. 1-5112

TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Checks Please).

BUSINESS SERVICE
- -

Mull
111147TTFULLE POLISHED baroque mixture of Ogereye, amethyst, obsldlum,
Veterans Approv•cl
state other 13 911 pouPd
postpaid
V.
Initiator, 53111 W 1e13. Lancaster Calif. \Rehabilitation Students Welcomed
Om- e4-town Students Invited
JAN1E:FUSON'S BARBER SHOP
nab Para Avenue
Csteles etas !fleet'
FA 4-9141

NEAT IRONING
If von want Your ironing done nicely call JA 3-0063 at any hour
EulliNtell PERMS

471 Linden Aro. JA 7-0328

IN.

Disnnativoly Nerving the Midwest with

Va se4 Iv.ei

INIPIDAT

TV Serve**

Chula.

2639

2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT

&

Your

N•wie And Year Favorite Mothrid
Of Play.

DEAR, JANE, DID YOU ENOW THAT
1 nu ran get a ilummor dress for $1.25.
children's d
for 75. and Men's suits
for 42 9$ WHERE' At the Junior league
Thrift Shop 4 North Pront Murry: Hurry/ Bargains Galore!

BET•R PRODUCTS CO.
Operator

404 Feinting

lolled, Ite. State

INSTRUCTIONS

Tiles and Sod?
$700.
Terms.
Prit e
Telephone MU 3-3201 Call after P. M

Gil Gebrielli

Owner &

Work

Lorain. Ohio

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

Beldy

East 33rd St.

IIKMAMML
LIM Stomps With Porthstal
tC1121=3=7
Vara3323:
1
TYPE RUN. 29
FOR SkIT - CITY
Passenger O.M.C. Good Chit, role! motor,

BLOMBERG

AufeniobIlls

For Any Iron,- CUIA, RAC1

Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full

N ATION AI. FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

WRECKS
REBUILT

1821-TRI

I& Maw* & Hauling

Prelitelleas Tee *arty fa Teat Purse
*fettle ani dtstragt nrewlett. could.
be Atlantan wIth thy deltay ite.
signed
Rail
Point
Ours. Pins .23 canner blanks with as•
tr• lend tenort Cu
be beard for milt"
around. No Wynn S4 95
n'tedec
Airnistled petrpe NI
completely a:sernbled from or fsr•
(Dip in Europe. Send $4 PO ea Is,
anoors ordrr is (Nell to*
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT Co,

Will AMAll Yee With Our Week.
lv NUMBS* Cord. Doily Yibretiorta
MUTU1LS, STOCKS

••••

KEW 4MALING -BAR POIN1 GUN

NUMIII RATINGS Through The
igloos. Of Nroserology RESULTS

GEORGE PALINKUS

LEOAL. Printed roma. ot!...iiimirrirgrit
Ara Mate Nantes Dates Omitted Used
Dusiiieeti- copies or rifts.
a•
13 lath ttfireet ee Prompt Confidential
trOstiolid Settles

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

"BY THE NUMBERS"

It Reed
3206 W. R
SA. 2-9622

1011 SALE

IS COINS 130UORT“
Seed Coins. Will Send Chick. Not P'eeisod.
Return Check
Bought
COINS
Sold
Serious Ina United
Appraised
PAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
43-44 lillatb St. Ilushing
N
MeMber All A.

ELECTROWARMTH

$7 95
$1.57 Dos.

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

1,00 NAME Is ADDAX'S LABELS
al 00
Packet Rubber SUMO
SEC Soot Company On No 3333 5) 30
Nashville 3. Tenn

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

MtaCELLANICOUD

Embossed Business Cards
at $3.99
lines-1 Miler (Slack or Luc
SUED'S! Cards • Appt Cards
Personal Cards
17.iN value at the new low ftrte• of
113.30 Per 1 000
Write me for sample cards end nil
chart BUSINESS CARD 111,10).

THIS AD WORTH $1 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MOPE

I

.70

1000

SPECIALS

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

Sat, June 11, 1960

PHQNES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

11-SPECIAL SERVICES

SHOP AT 110111
FOR THE REST IN INFANTS
- CHILDREN'S WEAR

15

OEFEWER

y A0-COtr Online
inr wrof women

cionrentenre.

*unable

Ceti ty L 3-11642 After 4 p m

SEIR 5c A QUART
Mike

it
oursril
you Dow.
We **nue
Der cent on each_ 01 00 Coenolete
easy Instructions Si 00 rear with Order.
carload Of other interesting offer" W11.
Ilam Brown Cross Country Publleatione.
200 ta..t Win In New Yell 141 N T
SAVO

EXTRA
WONKY
NEED
Nell FamtIT
Men or Women Age 21-70
Group 1110spital Insurance Make Use eit
Your :ontsiets
Of A Adkins-Distal* Mgt
Continental Casualty CettgallY
JA 64316

Correspondence Club
11100111111T MAILS co, ever get List Tool
rom• 1 rear 23e Worlre_ asap Tragg,
Radio CH? le
36 VT Nth
T
Dent TS
• ilt rt
alir
ti1LE11111

wr,r,,17
4, • St/111tAXD. wage.
'H.
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TWENTY
REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A
WOLFE HOME
Winner of the National
Association of H o in e
Builders 1959 Merit
.tward for Community
Development.

IN

LAKEVIEW
GARDENS
1. More home for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.
3. Nice neighborhood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
S. Near Churches.
6. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping center.
S. College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
9. Spacious landscaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary designed homes.
11. Air conditioning.,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
11. 1 and 2 ceramic .
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.
17. Carports and
concrete drives;
18. We take your
present house
in trade.
19. Select hardwood.•
floors.
20. Quality materials
and workmanship.

Priced front

s7,450
up

NOTES AS
LOW AS

49
Per Month

WE TRADE

16

ghter Attempts Rescue
Drowns In Ohio River

DEFENDER

Sat., June 11, 1960
_
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WREC
Highlights

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — (UPI) 3runer said, "it looked like Stitch shortly after noon.
—Rudell Stitch, currently rank- ev.irything seas going to be all
Bruner said the site where
was only
ed No. 5 in the welterweight right Oliver was keeping his Stitch
drowned
division of the National Box- head above water, and I could about a hundred feet from
••••••••••
••••••••••••••
nig Association, drowned in the see that Stitch had shed his where he had saved another
FRIDAY, JUNE 10
Ohio River here while trying to ‘Aaders (boots which come man from drowning in 1958.
4:30 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
Cave a friend's life.
above the waist). I-got a board
Bruner said he had been
WITH KITTY KELLY "Case
The 28-year-old Stitch, who and, shoved into the water so negotiating a nationwide teleof the Stuttering Bishop" with
had just completed a boxing they could rea( h it and then I vision fight for Stitch for July
Ann Dvorak, Donald Woods,
tour that took him to Australia, saw the two of them start from Freedom Hall in LouisAnn Nagel, Douglas Wood. A
and several other places in- swimming for shore."
ville.
stuttering bishop comes to Percluding Hawaii for bouts, was "But then scmething happen- The fighter is survived by
ry Mason concerning a 20 year
awarded the Carnegie Medal ed to Oliver," Bruner said. "It his wife and six children, and
old manslaughter act.
last year for saving a man appeared he was having trou- his parents, all of Louiseville.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, Infrom drowning in 1958 in the ble, and he shouted. Stitch
cident of the Last Chance"
Ohio River.
turned back to help him and
with Eric Fleming and Clint
An active member of the that was when they both went
Eastwood and guest stars John
Presbyterian church, Stitch had under.
Kerr and Roxane Berard. A
The U. S. coast dragged the
just returned here a week ago.
young married couple, moving
When he wasn't boxing, he was river for several hours beWest, encounter serious trouble
working at his job as a meat fore they found the body of
on the trail and the husband
packer or he was doing church
calls upon his courage to prove
work, his manager said.
himself capable of defending
The fighter had been fishNEW YOR K— (UPI) — The
himself and his wife.
ing with his manager, Edgar
New York State Athletic Corn.
7:30 to 8.00, HOTEL DE PA- JUDGE SPEAKS TO YOUTH At left is Joseph McDowell, Omaha, Neb. for study. The
Lee "Bud" Bruner, and a
mission opened its inquiry into
BENNINGTON, Vt. — (UPI) Friday's fight-riot at St. NichoREE, Sundance sides with a — Juvenile Court Judge Eliza- adviser of the club, Willie 75-member club is sponsored
friend, Charles Oliver, about
—Walter 0. (Spike) Briggs, for- las arena and the unpopular
storekeeper about to be hanged
beth McCain (center) was Knapp, (right) is club pres- by the Memphis and Shelby 26.
by a gang of revenge minded
The three of them had been mer owner of the Detroit Tigers decision that touched it off.
the main speaker at a pro- ident. Purpose of the program County Youth Guidance Comphoto by
(Staff
outlaws who blame the death of
fishing from a ledge below who suffered a cerebral hem- Deputy commissioner Frank
gram sponsored by the Del- was to raise money to send mittee.
the
on
testigang
their
of
one
Clarksville dam on the Ohio orrage, was reported slightly Morris, who was in charge at
phi Youth Club at St. James a representative to Father George Hardin)
mony of the storekeeper. Earl
and had decided to quit for improved Monday.
Town,
Boy's
Flanagan's
Fourth.
N.
AME church, 600
Nick's during the nationally
Briggs, 48, who callapsed at St.
Holliman stars.
the day when the tragic actelevised Emile Griffith-Jorge
he
where
Mass.,
Williamstown,
cident occurred.
8:00 to 9:00 DESILU PLAYFernandez bout, was slated to
As the three of them were had gone to attend the gradua- make his report to Commission
HOUSE, "Murder is a Private
walking the ledge which forms tion of his son, James, from chairman Melvin L. KruleAffair" with Dina Merrill,
a spillway on their way back Williams College, spent a rest- witch.
David Brian and Adam West.
to the bank, Oliver slipped on ful night, according to a spokesA wealthy retired gambler
decides, on
a rock. As he fell, Stitch, who man at Henry Putnam hospital. If Krulewitch
sends his dashing protege into
report that
Morris'
of
basis
the
Detroit's
of
was close behind, grabbed him. Scion of one
action when a frightened heiress
is needed, he will orhearing
a
was
Briggs
families,
wealthiest
over
them
carried
momtum
But
her
by
fears she will be killed
week,
the ledge and into the pool be-!admitted to the hospital here der it held later in the
husband.
before the three-man commisSaturday.
low.
TWILIGHT
9:00 to 9:30,
sion.
ZONE, -After Hours" with
Chairs and rubbish were
makes
woman
A
Francis.
Anne
One-thousand
four-hundred
from the gallery into
thrown
a purcnase in a department
This week was a holiday were recipients of lovely birth- and twenty fish, weighing over
the ring and working press
store, goes back to exchange
day gifts. Guest of the club 500 pounds, were caught out of
section at St. Nick's Friday
the item and finds nothing she week and those seen and re- was Mrs. Erma Wynne.
Whiteville Lake, between Whitenight when welterweight GrifI membered by your scribe are
saw before exists.
The graduate chapter of the vine and Bolivar, last week, acof New York was awarded
fith
10:15 to 11:15, MRS. AMERI- Mrs. Lucile Conner from Rock- Kappa Alpha Psi met in Tren- cording to records kept by
split decision over Fernandez
a
CA FINALS, Selection of Mrs. ford, Ill.; B. M. Conner of ton Sunday along with the Sil- Floyd Griffin Lake Manager for
of Argentina. At least two perAmerica in the finals of a week- Gary, Ind., Mrs. Verlene Elder
houettes. The men met first the Game and Fish Commissons were struck by flying
long competition telecast live
With its scheduled opener the end of each season.
with Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Seat sion.
chairs.
from Fort Lauderdale, Florida. and children, also of Gary.
June 7, behind it, the WDIA Junior, Senior and Major A poll of 13 sports writers at
later joined the ladies on
and
Ora
perMich.,
seventy-six
Mrs.
One-hundred
From
Lansing,
master
Bud Collyer will be the
the Ranch of Dr. and Mrs. 0. mits were sold to fishermen Little League is in full swing. teams are being fielded this the ringside showed that 10 Co
of ceremony and Newsman Rob- Lee Atwater, Mrs. Gladys
W, Boush where a delicious during the one week period pre- The League, with more than year. Midget teams, for boys thought Fernandez had won,
ert Trout and Julia Meade will Merith, Mrs. Mary Lee Ma100 teams in Memphis, Shelby under 10, are expected to be two called it even, and only
haney and children, Messrs. meal was enjoyed by all. The viously mentioned which was
be the reporters.
County and Mississippi, cliladies
had
a
style
in
one had Griffith winning.
to
expert
added in 1961.
J.
R.
since
Davis,
Melvin
the first week of fishing
11:15 to 12:45, THE L A TE Willie
season with an allgive
demonstrations on facial the lake was re-opened to fish- maxes its
MOVIE, "Dark Passage," with Davis, Willie Davis, and from
star game in September. A
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Memphis, Tenn., came Mrs. and beauty care. Mrs. Lucy ing.
"little world series" is also a
of
Lee
the
did
Humboldt
honors.
Bacall. An escaped convict tries Amamdy Merith, all guests of
A variety of fish, including possibility this year.
to clear himself. Has face Mrs. Bobbie Harris and Miss The American Legion Auxi- bass, bluegill, crappie, channel
E. T. Hunt, supervisor of
Bertha Mae Wilks and Mr. and liary Unit 200 of Trenton spon- catfish, yellow bass and bull Negro playgrounds for the Recchanged by plastic surgery.
Mrs. Roosevelt Partee.
sored a Memorial Day Banquet head cat were caught in large reation D epartment. pilots the
SAT. JUNE 11
10:00 to 10:30, THE LONE Visiting with Mr. and Mrs. which was very well attended. numbers. Although no record- WDIA-Park Commission base-1
RANGER The Bounty Hunter." R. J. Dennis were Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lena Lee is president of breaking fish are being caught, ball program. Frank Armstrong!
While pursuing an outlaw, the Walter West of Chicago, Miss this Unit.
the fish are in a biting mood. is commissioner for WDIA.
Lone Ranger and Tonto meet Martha Jane West of St. Louis Mrs. Carrie Seat represent- The 477 bass which were caught
Some 2,000 boys take part in
a scheming trapper and his ac- and Dorsey West of Memphis. ed the unit in Paris Sunday at weighed 330 pounds, an aver- the annual program, which be-I
complice who turn out to be
Visiting with Mr. and Mrs. the regular West Tenn. Caucus. age of .07 pound per fish.
gan in 1955 with 12 teams. Volunscrupulous cutthroats.
Samuel Phillips were Mr. and Messrs. Sam Payne, Johnnie
Lake was drained unteer managers come from
Whiteville
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, Mrs. L. B. Phillips of Indianap- Jamison and R. L. Radford atand restocked by the State the .ranks of church deacons,
Starring Kirby Grant and Gloria olis, Ind. Guests of Mrs. Lue tended.
workers, truck
Cords
Game and Fish Commission in Government
Winters. "Land O'Cotton." Sky Featherston and Mr. and Mrs. THIS AND THAT
aria Parts
and other octeachers
drivers
lake
the
after
1938,
of
fall
the
King saves a Mexican family B. B. Russell were Mr. and
managers
So m e
Others seen from afar last became hopelessly over-pop- citations.
held in vertual peonage by a Mrs. Jamie Kirk of Gary.
weekend were Mr. and Mrs. ulated with gizzard shad a n d handk as many as three or
Vacuum Bags, Hos*
Bowls Beaters
jovial but villainous farmer.
and Parts
four teams.
La Biserna Penn and son of carp.
and Parts '
Jackson
of
Johnson
D.
R.
11:55 to 2:30, BASEBALL —
Uniforms, balls and bats are
Chicago and their mother, Mrs. No limits on any species will
Mrs.
Guy
and
Mr.
visited
GAME OF THE WEEK
by
Open
without cost
Serving
Meadie Penn also of Chicago. be in effect at the lake, ex- furnished
CLEVELAND AT NE WYORK. Robertson.
Mrs. Mattie Bell Hewitt of St. cept for a limit of ten on large- WDIA. Fields and umpires are
Nites
You
find
we
college
Home
from
BELMONT
3:00,
2:30 to
supplied by the Park CommisLouis is visiting Mr. and Mrs. mouth bass.
Free
STAKES, Ninetieth Running of Misses Carolyn Ward, Rebecca
Since '32
sion. In the umpire ranks this
Mose Word.
RACE Phillips, Patricia Payne, Thomthe $125,000 ADDED
Parking
former'
Wiggins,
D.
J.
is
year
Mr. Jim Hunt is very ill in
over a mile and a half course. as Gen e Wade, Charlie
Hyde Park manager, who plans 760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
3:00 to 4:00, HOPLONG CAS- Jenkins, Jr. Several of the the home of Mrs. Bobbie Harto give his own personal trophiRadio and TV Tubes Checked Fres
SIDY, "Mystery Man" with young people are leaving for ris. Others sick are Mrs.
playersi
outstanding
to
es
011ie
Mrs.
Williams,
Geraldine
Bill Boyd and Andy Clyde. A jobs in other areas. Miss Cora
,WDIA makes team awards at
notorious bank robber tries to Mayfield has begun a new job B. Ellington.
Cassidy.
pose as Hopelong
mistakes
forgive
Please
in New York City, Wallace
4:00 to 6:00, EARLY MOVIE, Burns and Donald Ray Fisher Your scribe has been visiting
"Dark Passage" with Hum- journeyed to Indianapolis for with the M. D.'s also and was
phrey Bogart and Luren Bacall. work. Others are leaving daily. quite late getting home. We
• •
An escaped convict tries to
Mrs. Maggie Bobbitt, son promise, with your help, to do
clear himself. Has his face and daughter and grand child- better next week.
changed by plastic surgenry. ren motored to St. Louis to
Mrs. Carrie Ball is in NashA very special meeting for
6:30 to 7:30 PERRY MASON, visit her sister and other rela- ville with Rev. and Mrs. Bridgeall college students has been
-The Case of the Flighty Fatives. Returning with her were man.
set for Friday evening, June
ther" with Raymond Burr and
her son and Mrs. Otis Thomas
10 at 5:30 p. m. in the AsBarbara Hale. When two men
Buchanana of Chicago along
Room of Universal Life
sembly
an
father,
real
her
be
claim to
with Bullie Fields and Mac
Insurance Company, Linden
heiress seeks Perry Mason's
Nanci. Lane McNeal came
and Wellington streets.
help. Francis X. Bushman is
home also. She visited Mrs. NEW YORK — (UPI) — Sir The meeting is under the
featured.
Postell and Mr. and Edmund Hillary said he plans sponsorship of the Citizens Non.
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD Mozell
Leon McNeal.
to make another effort this fall Partisan Registration CommitOR ALIVE, Josh Randall is Mrs.
forced to overcome a tyrannical Mr. and Mrs. Collis Word to track down the "abominable tee of which Frank R. Kilpatrick is Coordinator.
brother before he can save the and son of South Bend visited snowman."
life of a rabies victim. Steve his mother. Henry Mahoney, Hillary, who was knighted 'Mr. Kilpatrick expressed a
child prodigy of Mr. and Mrs. for his conquest of Mt. Everest, hope that every college student
McQueen stars,
8:00 to 8:30. MR. LUCKY,,Hollis Wilkins is visiting in said he would seek the legendl of the out of town as well as
ary "Snowman" while trying in the local colleges will attend.
An amorous blackmailer tries Nashville this week.
September to scale 27,790-foot A surprise is in store for those
to hide from a killer aboard CHURCH NEWS
Mr. Lucky's ship John Vivyan The Missionary Society of peak in Nepal, about 20 miles attending, as well as refreshments will be served.
stars Jackie Coogan is featur- the Dyer CME church sponsor- from Mount Everest.
ed.
Sunday
wedding
Bluebird
a
HAVE GLEN
8:30 to 9:00,
night with Phillip Wynne and
faces Katherine LaRue serving as
Paladin
WILL TRAVEL,
hanging after his prisoner is one of the Bridal couples and
slain by a bounty hunter and Mrs. Elsa Fisher and Mr. Lynn
Paladin is blamed. Richard McGee serving as the other.
Boone stars.
Guest soloist was Mrs. Hope
9:00 to 930. GUNSMOKE, Phillips of Indianapolis. Ind.,
prospector
Not knowing her
and guest pianist was Mrs.
husband has been slain while Wallace McClain.
robbing a stagecoach, a wife
Members of all three city
rebuffs the attentions of a man
participated on the
churches
whom Marshal Dillon suspects
it was quite a
of being a party to the stage program and
ways.
all
in
success
stars.
robbery. Matt Dillon
Visiting minister was Pa.\
10:00, SHOTGUN
9:30 to
SLADE, "Crossed Guns." An Wm. Fowlkes, who also served
old time gunslinger just out of as photographer. The Rev. Mcprison tries to take over a Tissic of Trenton preached at
town by force but is discredited this church Sunday morning. ,
by Slade.
He was accompanied by his '
10:00 to 10:30, CORONADO 9 wife Mrs. Luria McTissic and
"I WANT TO BE HATED" A Mrs. Elder of Gary.
woman exists on her hatred
The Missionary Society of
;or others and gets involved in Fairview Baptist church spona situation demanding investi- sored a program Sunday morn
for
gation by Dan Adams played ing at their church and it was
by Rod Cameron
well attended. They are
10:30 to 12:30, IKILLION DOLloyal despite the illness
then
Imagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbon co itart with
LAR PLAYHOUSE, "'BulldogWg
pastor, Rev. Bridge- ,
ripens
to
the
Drummond in Africa" with , PE -their
best
Remember
slowly
by
it
as
tick
perfection,
you let time
Who is hospitalized in
John Howard, Heather Angel.rman•
Imagine
one mellower and
Nashville.
whiskey you have ever tasted and
Anthony Quinn.
Do all these things then taste Old Charter!
"Charlie Chan and the Gol- CLUBS
Mrs. Alberta Jamison enterden Eye" with Sidney Toler.
tained the Neighborhood club
in Dyer Wednesday night. The
IRONIC FACT
menu was centered baked ham,
Nefamed
Paul R. Williams,
KENTUcKv • P.P4ErsT
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Spike Briggs
Reported Better
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N.Y. Body
Opens Inquiry

1420 Fish
RUTHERFORD
Caught At
TRENTON
Whiteville
DYER

WDIA Little League
Now ii Full Swing
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Colleg:ans hi
For Surprise
At Meeting

Enjoy B(Tili3(1\T'S liliest hour

with (.)L1)
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Hillary To Seek
'Snowman' Again

" CALLING ALL
NEWSBOYS

DIRECTIONS:
Drive south on Hiqhwsy
61 to Horn Lake Road,
sou+ii on Horn Lake to
ore block south of Gee;..
Sr School.

WOLFE
HOMES, INC.
IX 7.1143
"SILDORS"
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You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

WEEKLY CASH PRIZES
GIVEN AWAY!

fick-tock, tick-tock.
du BOURBON that MO rvatch the clock...
seven long year)

n Progress Now...Call or
Come In Today.

smoother

OLD CHARTER

Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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